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OVERVIEW

The most effective management of any complex system is one

which anticipates and prepares for changes in its environment

rather than waiting for such changes to be manifested as

immediate, pressing requirements. This is especially true of

DODDS which, owing to its dispersion, its function, and its

membership in the defense community, is suscept4ble to a variety

of ,zhanges in the United States, in host nations, and in each of

the military services. The purpose of this report is to support

the proactive management of ,ODDS by identifying emerging and

future trends which will influence DODDS operations over the next

years.

The remainder of this report will be divided into six

Chapters, each briefly introduced here,

Chapter 1, Changing Student Population, uses population

demographic predictions for forecasting effects on DODDS of

predicted youth population decline, changing racial/ethnic

composition, and increased numbers of women in the labor force.

This chapter does emphasize, however, that predicted DODDS

student population is not simply a direct reflection of predicted

U.S. population demography but a complex function of this demo-

graphy and military manpower decisions and policies, some of

which respond to population demographic factors and others of

which were independently initiated. In particular, this chapter

distinguishes between two possible futures: one which includes a

continuation of the volunteer military a..d the other which

xi 8
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concedes the possibility of a reinstatement of conscription.

Implications of various possible economic situations are also

included.

Chapter 2 of this report is devoted to Changing Teacher

Population in DoDDS. The major source data on which to base the

conclusions in this chapter come from responses to the teacher

survey administered to 663 DoDDS teachers in all of the DoDDS

regions. For each region, this chapter considers the complex

interaction between teachers' career intentions with regard to

DoDDS tenure, type of hire through which teachers initially

entered the system, and DoDDS and non-DoDDS experience. On the

basis of analyses of this information, projected teacher popu-

lation for each region as well as potential problems are

derived.

Chapter 3 of this paper is devoted to the implications for

DoDDS of current and potential TechnolO ical Advances in the

nation and world. The meteoric rise in the availability and

importance of computers for education purposes is juxtaposed with

results of the teacher's survey indicating a dirth of computer

experience among teachers and their strongly felt need for

training in computer literacy. Problems and needs inherent in

introducing computer technology into an educational system with

special reference to the unique characteristics of DoDDS are also

discussed. This chapter concludes with discussion of the poten-

tial benefits for DoDDS as they proceed with the implementation

of a computerized management information system.

xii 9
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Chapter 4 is concerned with DoDDS' Parents' Attitudes

towards Education and their local DoDDS system; in particular.

As this chapter is the major presentation of the results 'of the

parent survey administered to over 1,200 DoDDS' parents, it is

somewhat longer than the others. It is divided into the

following sections, descriptive of their content: DoDDS Parents'

Overall School Ratings Compared to a National Sample, DoDDS

Parents' Ratings of Components of Schools,,.DoDDS Parents'

Perceptions of Problems in Schools, DoDDS Parents' Attitudes

towards High Schools'-Performance, DoDDS Parents' Ratings of °

Quality of Subject Matter Instruction, Reasons for Choosing

PrIvate Schools over DoDDS, and Sun.mary.

Chapter 5, DoDDS and the Military Mission, is divided into

two sections. The first, on the basis of parent survey data,

addresses the relationship of parents' attitudes to DoDDS schools

and their decisions to re-enlist and accept additional overseas

assignments. Differences between officers and enlisted personnel

in this regard are examined. Also included here is a summary Of

Base Commanders' assessments of the impact of DoDDS on their

military mission. The second section discusses major trends in

military commitments, policy, and doctrine which can be expected

to influence DoDDS in the upcoming years.

Chapter 6, Strategic Planning Processes in DoDDS, describes

a system whereby DoDDS management can stay abreast of changing

conditions within DoDDS and in its environment. Since it is not

possible to anticipate all conditions which may emerge over time

to influence DoDDS, and since the accuracy of any projection must

xiii 1 1r%



decay the more extended it is in tine, the monitoring of trends

in areas significant to DoDDS must be a continuing process rather

than a static event. The necessary conditions and supporting

elements for such a system are described, as is a plan for

initiating this system on the basis of the present study's

results.

1

1

1
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CHAPTER 1

CHANGING STUDENT POPULATION

Some of the most ootent factors which influence the natule

and form of the education process are the characceriatics and

nee of the student population. Such factors not only partially

def e the goals of the education program but also shape the

educational process as it unfolds in the classroom. A continuiag

sensitivity to the characteristics of the student population is

therefore essential to the development and execution of an educa-

tional program which optimally builds on students' strengths and

effectively addresses their educational needs. The effective

management of such a program requires a consideration of changes

in student characteristics and impact of such chrliqes on pro-

-gram requirements.

The identification of demographic changes in the DoDDS stu-

dent population is complicated by the fact that these cannot be

inferred directly through an analysis of immutable historical

events (e.g., birth rates), as is often possible with other stu-

dent populations. The Dot= student population is not a reflec-

tion of the U.S. pop elation but rather of the U.S. military sub-

population: this, in turn, is influenced by past birth rates, in

combination with very dynamic military manpower policies. Con-

sideration must therefore be given to determining how the effect

of any change in the U.S. population will be atenciated, nul-

lified, or exaggerated by military manpower policies amd.stan-

'lis, To fully assess how the DoODS student population migtt



change in the upcoming years, we will assess, in turn, the

changes that can be expected in the U.S. school-aged population

as a whole and the effect of military policies on the composition

of the DoDDS student population.

With regard to U.S. population as a whole, the last decade

has witnessed a number of significant shifts that have substan-

tialy affected American education. Many of these changes are

projected to continue through the 1980s and 1990s. The most

significant of these follow.

YOUTH POPULATION DECLINE

One of the most notable factors influencing American edu-

cation over the last decade has been the reduced size of the 0-17

age group brought about by lower birth rates (see Exhibit 1-1).

This has had the immediate effect of reducing the demand on

education systems, producing cutbacks in educatLonal funding and

staffs. This decline has also had a secondary impact on American

education by reducing teaching opportunities throughout the

nation, which makes it more difficult to attract talented indivi-

duals into the teaching profession as chances for advancement are

limited.

Over the last two years, however, U.S. birth rates have

shown some increases so that the school-age population should

show modest growth rafter 1985. Yet, even if this trend were to

continue, the effects of prior cuCJacks in education may con-

tinue to make it difficult to attract and retain talented indi-

viduals in the teaching profession.

13
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RACIAL/ETHNIC COMPOSITION

While the white youth population will decline 9 percent

through 1990, the minority school-age population is projected to

increase 4.9 percent, thus expanding school population through

the 1990s. This will be especially true of Hispanics (see

Exhibit 1-2). The special education needs oZ this population

(e.g., English as a Second Language [ESL]) will become progres-

sively more important throughout this period.

WOMEN IN THE WORK FORCE

Over the last 30 years, participation of women in the labor

force has noticeably increased (see Exhibit 1-3). This increase

has been especially marked among mothers of small children (see

Exhibit 1-4). This trend is expected to accelerate in the

future, driven by economic pressures and by increased aspirations

and attainment by women. One result of this trend is the con-

tinued support for the inclusion of child care centers as part of

the public school system. According to the 1980 annual Gallup

Poll of the Public's Attitudes towards the Public Schools, 46

percent of the nation (49 percent of women) favor this expansion

of the role of the public school. It can be expected that this

support will grow as the need for such services continues to

increase.

As previously noted, the effects of these trends on DoDDS

will be moderated by military policies, particularly those in the

military manpower and personnel area, since these will influence

1-4
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the composition of the military services and hence the composi-

tion of the DoDDS student population.

Over the last 18 months the Armed Forces has seen a dramatic

improvement in its ability to attract and retain qualified

recruits. This has come about largely due to high civilian

unemployment, although other factors such as an improvement in

public attitudes towards the military and an aggressive military

recruiting campaign have undoubtedly also contributed. The

recent increased enlistment and retention figures, however,

represent a possibly temporary abatement in a long-term problem

confronting the military--the need to meet military personnel

requirements in the face of a dwindling youth population. Bar-

rAng a continuation of current economic conditions through at

least the mid-1990s, the military will find it increasingly dif-

ficult to meet its manpower requirements. For example, the

recruiting goal for all services for 1980 was 2 males out of

every 5 male high school graduates and non-high school graduates

in the 18 to 24 age group. In 1992, the services will have to

successfully recruit 1 out of every 2 high school graduates and 6

out of every 10 male non-high school graduates in order to meet

its personnel requirements. At the same time, there will be

increased competition for these same individuals from other

sectors of our society which also rely on this manpower pool for

recruits. The steps which the services take to meet this

challenge will substantially influence the DoDDS student popula-

tion. Several possibilities exist, each of which would have a

different impact on DoDDS.

21
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It is possible that in the face of a military manpower

shortage somt. form of conscription may be established. If this

occurs, the military population will not share the decline in the

18-21 manpower pnol felt elsewhere in the nation. However, in

contrast to recruits in an all-volunteer force, draftees will

tend to be younger and unmarried so that"

diminished DoDDS student population.

In the absence of conscription, it is expected that a larger

percentage of military personnel will be married. In the Army,

for example, currently 82.8 percent of the officers and 56.8 per-

cent of the enlisted personnel are married. It is projected that

the percent of married enlisted personnel will continue to rise

to betw 60 and 70 percent, and the percentage of the officer

corps who are married will remain high.* The net result of this

will be an actual increase in the need for de!endent education.

In their efforts to maintain their personnel strengths in

the absence of a draft, the services will more fully recruit from

segments of the population which are not now being fully drawn

upon. Each of these sub-populations will bring special needs and

requirements to the dependents school system, needs which the

services will be increasingly willing to accommodate in order to

attract and retain needed personnel. At the same time, DODDS

will have to maintain and perhaps even improve the overall

net result will be a

*This trend would be even more pronounced if the services were to
use lateral -Intry of older individuals into military service as a
means of filling personnel needs.

1-9 22



quality of education provided to overseas dependents as a part of

the services' overall efforts to retain high quality and highly

trained personnel in their enlisted and officer ranks.

The number of women in the military *All continud to rise

through the 1980s. The increase in the number of female person-

nel in the military will lead to a concomitant increase in over-

seas locations in the number of parents who are both in the

military and in the number of single-parent families. This will

probably increase the need for preschool programs and child-care

centers as a part of a total dependent education system. This

will reinforce other trends which will favor the expansion of

DoDDS to include some preschool programs. There has been a

pronounced nationwide trend towards increased presdhool enroll-

ments, even in the face of a declining preschool population (see

Exhibit 1-5), due at least partially to the increased representa-

tion of women in the labor force. Preschool programs will

therefore increasingly become an integral part of the total

services which will be seen as appropriate for school systems

such as DoDDS to offer. DoDDS has already recognized the_ need

for preschool programs and has undertaken to study this issue and

begin to plan for how such programs would be included in the

total DoDDS system. Changes to DoD regulations would be

necessary, however, before preschool programs could be imple-

mented.

A traditional source of military manpower has been immi-

grants. To meet manpower requirements, the services may vela

1-10
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turn to the increasing numbers of immigrants to this country as a

significant source of recruits, offering citizenship and voca-

tional training in exchange for military service. This will

reinforce the increasing minority composition of the youth popu-

lation so that the services will be increasingly composed of

various minorities whose dependents will possess special educa-

tional needs. One consequence will be an increased need through-

out the overseas school system for ESL programs and teachers.

Not only will such programs be increasingly required as a part of

dependent education, but it can be expected that the large number

of military members with limited-English-proficiency [LEP] will

strengthen armed services advocacy* for extending DoDDS programs

and services to military personnel. Thus, the changing racial

and ethnic composition of the Armed Forces may contribute to a

fundamental redefinition of the DoDDS student population to

include both the dependents of m...iitary personnel and even the

military personnel themselves.

The military support for a DoDDS adult education program is

likely to grow in the face of yet another trend which will prob-

ably develop--the,increasing number of military members selected

from the lower ability levels (i.e., Mental Category IV on the

Armed Forces Vocational Aptitude Battery). The large numbers of

"Category /V" personnel and non-high school graduates in the

military has in the past fueled military support for DODOS

*Position Paper on Adult Education submitted by the OEOD -ED
Vocational/Adult Education Task Force, January 4, 1981.

1-12 25
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offering Adult Basic Education and Adult Secon&ary Equivalency

programs to adult dependents and to military personnel. The

ability levels of military oersonnel have increased recently as

the services have been able to be more selective in recruiting

and retaining rarsonnel. However, as the U.S. economy improves

it can be expected that the proportion of lower-ability recruits

will increase again, strengthenlng the need for adult education

in the military. This may well preci,- ate an expansion of

DoDDS' relationship to the services.

In sum, then, the nature of any changes in the DoDDS student

population over the next decade will be determined through the

interaction of two classes of factors: those relatively predict-

able changes which will occur throughout the U.S. (e.g., the

declining youth population) and those changes which are speciC_c

to the military services. The nature of these latter changes

will bw determined by the breadth and timing of an economic

recovery. If, on the one extreme, civilian unemployment remains

high over the next decade, the composition of the DoDDS popula-

tion should remain relatively stable. Since the Armed Forces

will be a major employer of young adults, they will have little

difficulty in meeting personnel requirements. Thus, while the

American school-age population as a whole may decline, the DoDDS

student population will remain at the same level.

If, on the other hand, the U.S. economy recovers fairly

rapidly, then many of the problems faced by the Armed Services

in manning the All-Volunteer Force would at least partially
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re-emerge. In this case the military would need to give serious

consideration to the various manning policy options previously

described, each with its associated implications for the nature

and needs of the DoDDS student population. Assuming the full

range of options will need to be exercised, the implications

would include an increased need for ESL and other special educa-

tion programs, and an expansion of DoDDS to include preschool

programs and possibly adult education for military members and

dependents alike.
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CHAPTER 2

CHANGING TEACHER POPULATION

It is a truism in education that a school system can be

only as good as it4 teachers. A critical component of the over-

all management of the dependents school system is thus th3

personnel management of the DoDDS professional staff to include

planning for significant changes which may occur in the

population of DoDDS teachers.

This chapter considers how the DoDDS teacher population can

be expected to change over the next decade. A number of issues

are germane to this consideration, stemming from the methods

employed in teacher selection and assignment and the implications

of these practices on teacher tenure and turnover.

Teacher selection and assignment occur at three levels

through three separate processes. The most frequent source of

teachers is the candidates hired in CONUS by ODS and moved to the

DoDDS schools. Teachers are also hired at the local level.

School principals hire local candidates, usually military depen-

dents (37 percent of DoDDS teachers are military dependents),

through the local CiviliarrPersonnel Office [CPO]. Considerable

savings are realized by this since there are no moving costs

incurred by DoDDS in such hires. Additionally, this practice is

beneficial to the military since it provides employment oppor-

tunities for dependents in overseas areas where such opportuni-

ties are important and limited. On the other hand, the military

dependent will usually leave the position at the end of the

2-1.
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military member's overseas tour, leaving a vacancy which must be

filled again. In addition, since the rotation of the military

member is not tied to the school year, late arrivals or early

departures of locally hired dependents is not uncommon.

The third source of teachers is through the teacher transfer

program, whereby DoDDS teachers can request reassignment to other

locations within DoDDS. A problem with this procedure is that it

tends to result in the more desirable DoDDS locations having

relatively stabilized staffs of more senior professionals while

the less desirable locations have higher turnover and more junior

staffs. There is concern that this is not a positive situation

for the schools at either the desirable or the less desirable

locations. In the case of the former, there is the danger of

"teacher burnout" and a minimum opportunity for "new blood." In

the latter case, there are the problems attendant on a lack of

program continuity.

Due to the multilevel and decentralized nature of teacher

hiring and assignment practices, only limited data are maintained

regarding the background, tenure, and career plans of DoDDS

teachers. Without this, no systematic study and planning can

occur to deal with existing or developing problems in this area.

Accordingly. as part of this project a representative sample of

DoDDS teachers was surveyed regarding their backgrounds,

activities, and plans. The results which bear on future trends

in the DoDDS teacher population will be described and discussed.

The teacher survey item most directly relevant to changes in

the DoDDS teacher population asked respondents to indicate their

2-2
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career plans with respect to DoDDS. By selecting an item alter-

native, respondents indicated whether they planned to leave or

retire from DoDDS: (1) within the year; (2) within the next two-

three years; (3) within the next four-five years; (4) within the

next six-seven years; (5) in eight or more years; or (6) unde-

cided. The response to this item is shown in Exhibit 2-1. Apart

from the 30 percent of the respondents undecided about their

career plans, two major clusters of respondents appear--those (22

percent) who plan to leave DoDDS within 3 years and those (37

percent) whose career plans extend beyond 8 years. On face

value, the high percentage planning to leave within three years

would seem to confirm the concern voiced repeatedly in the course

of interviews with DoDDS staff--that a significant proportion of

the teacher population in some areas was quite senior and on the

brink of retirement. That this is not the ease can be seen in

Exhibit 2 -2, where the seniority and tenure of individuals are

shown in each of the career plan groups (omitting those who were

undecided). As can be seen, those planning to leave within the

next three years tend to be more junior both in terms of their

teaching experience and their tenure in their current position

and in DoDDS. Many of these are spouses of military personnel.

The 11 percent of the respondents who plan to leave DoDDS in the

4-7 year time frame are far more senior in teaching experience,

position, and DoDDS tenure, although those who plan to stay in

DoDDS 8 or more years appear to be made up of both junior and

senior personnel.

t 4
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PERCENT
.. RESPONSE SELECTING RESPONSE

Leave within 1 Year 6%'

Leave within 2-3 Years 16%

Leave within 4-5 Years 7%

Leave within 6-7 Years 5%

Leave in 8+ Years 37%

Undecided 30%

EXHIBIT 2-1

CAREER PLANS OF DoDDS TEACHERS
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PROJECTED DEPARTURE FROM DoDDS

VARIABLE 1 YR. 2-3 YR. 4-5 YR. 6-7 YR. 8+ YR.

# Years Teaching 8.1 10.0 18.4 21.7 15.5

# Years in DoDDS 4.1 A.2 12.6 16.4 9.8

\s-----

# Years in Region 3.1 3.1 9.8 15.1 9.0

# Years in School 2.2 2.4 8.2 11.8 5.6

# Years until
Retirement 17.8 18.0 11.5 8.3 15.5

EXHIBIT 2-2

MEAN OF TEACHER BACKGROUND VARIABLES BROKEN DOWN
EY CAREER PUINS

2-5
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To assess the degree to which turnover in each of these year

groups was due to retirement or to other factors causing teachers

to leave DoDDS before retirement, the responses to the career

plans item were compared to those given to another item which

asked respondents to indicate the number of years in which they

would be eligible for retirement. Exhibit 2-3 shows the percen-

tage of respondents in each career plan category whose years un-

til retirement exceeded the number of years they planned to stay

in DoDDS, i.e., the percentage who plan to leave before retire-

ment. As can be seen, most of those planning to leave DoDDS in

the next three years are doing so for reasons other than retire-

ment (e.g., the transfer of military spouses). By multiplying

the percentage in each career plan group by the percentage of the

DoDnS teacher population represented by that career plan group,

we can derive an estimate of the percentage of the DoDDS teachets

who'plan to leave DoDDS for reasons other than retirement. For

example, those who plan to leave within the year represent 5.6

percent of all DoDDS teachers, and 95 percent of these indivi-

duals will leave for reasons other than retirement, meaning ttat

5 percent (.056 x .95) of the total DoDDS teacher population can

be expected to leave within the next year for reasons other than

retirement. The remaining 5 percent of the total 5.6 percent

planning to leave in the next year (i.e., 0.28 percent) will do

so for retirement purposes. These data show a fairly low level

of retirement among DoDDS teachers over the next seven years,

although considerably higher, teacher turnover can be expected for I
reasons other than retirement.
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PROJECTED DEPARTURE FROM DoDDS

1 YR. 2-3 YRS. 4-5 YRS. 6-7 YRS. 8+ YRS.*

% of Each Career
Plan Group 95% 86% 49% 21%
Leaving before
Retirement

% of Total DoDDS
Teacher Population
Leaving before 5% 14% 4% 1%
Retirement in Speci-
fied Time Period

% of Total DoDDS
Teacher Population
ti-an Retiring in 0% 2% 4% 4%
Specified Time
Period

*Computation of these measures was not possible for this group
due to the indeterminant nature of the number of years until
leaving.

EXHIBIT 2-3

PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS LEAVING DoDDS FOR
RETIREMENT AND FOR OTHER REASONS
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The findings from these data suggest that with respect to

turnover DoDDS teachers fall into two ;roups. The first type is

relatively junior and plans to teach in the dependents school

system for no more than three years. The second group are

careerists who plan to remain in DoDDS until eligible for

retirement.

Some insight into the source of these teachers can be

gleaned from the data presented in Exhibit 2-4. Here is shown a

rebmparison of the career intentions of CONUS-hired and locally

hired teachers. This comparison clearly shows that the locally

hired teachers display a strong tendency to plan to leave DoDDS

within there years, the typical length of an overseas military

tour. CONGS-hired teachers, on the other hand, plan to remain in

DoDDS for longer periods of time. The percentage of both groups

who are undecided in their career plans is about equal. Thus it

appears that future teacher turnover within DoDDS can be managed

by balancing the ratio of CONUS-hired andilly hired teachers.

As previously mentioned, lack of uniformly distributed

teacher turnover across all DoDDS schools causes concern. The

more desirable locations have very stable staffs of senior people

in distinction to staffs at less desirable. locations. To assess

the uniformity of tenure and turnover, the six DoDDS regions were

compared on teacher background variables (Exhibit 2-5), career

plans (Exhibit 2-6), and source of teacher hire (Exhibit 2-7).

These comparisons reveal a marked distinction between Germany-

North on the one hand and the Atlantic Region (and to a lesser

2-8
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PERCENTAGE SELECTING
PROJECTED DEPARTURE FROM DoDDS

TEACHER 1 2-3 4-5 6-7 8+
SOURCE YR. YRS. YRS. YRS. YRS. UNDECIDED

CONUS-Hired 3% 11% 8% 6% 43% 30%

Locally Hired 14% 36% 6% 1% 16% 27%

--."

EXHIBIT 2-4

CAREER PLANS OF CONUS-HIRED
AND LOCALLY HIRED TEACHERS
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GERMANY- GERMANY-

REGION

VARIABLE NORTH SOUTH ATLANTIC MED. PACIFIC PANAMA

Years Teaching 11.9 13.8 19.0 17:0. 14.6 12.9

Years in DoDDS 6.8 8.5 13.0 12.2 9.0 2.7

Years in Region 5.5 6.7 10.0 8.6 6.8 6.2

Years in School 4.0 5.8 7.4 6.0 4.1 4.4

Years until
Retirement 16.0 15.7 12.0 14.2 15.9 12.4

EXHIBIT 2-5

MEAN TEACHER PROFILES BY DoDDS REGION
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PERCENTAGE OF DoDDS TEACHERS
PLANNING DEPARTURE FROM DoDDS

IN SPECIFIED TIME PERIOD

1 2-3 4-5 6-7 \ 8+
REGION YR. YRS. YRS. YRS. ,--.1CRS. UNDECIDED

Germany-North 6% 24% 8% 5% 298 29%

Germany-South 6% 15% 9% 6% 34% 30.8

Atlantic 6% 13% 6% 9% 49% 18%

Mediterranean 5% 12% 9% 1% 42% 31%

Pacific 6% 14% 2% 1% 45% 33%

Panama 5% 5% 2% 10% 488 308

EXHIBIT 2-6

TEACHER CAREER PLANS BY DoDDS REGION

.1 ..
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GERMANY- GERMANY-

REGION

SOURCE NORTH SOUTH ATLANTIC MED. PACIFIC PANAMA

CONUS-Hire 57% 72% 83% 77% 80% 32%

Local -Hire 36% 19% 9% 12% 16% 18%

Substitute
and Other
Local-Hire 7% 8% 7% 11% 4% 40%

l

EXHIBIT 2-7

TEACHER SOURCE BY DoDDS REGION

39
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degree the Mediterranean Region) on the other. In contrast to

the other regions, the Germany- -North Region uses far more locally

hired teacters and accordingly has teaching staffs which are more

junior and which more frequently plan to remain in DoDDS for only

three or fewer years. in sharp distirction to this, the Atlantic

Region relies quite heavily on CONUS-hired teachers (83 perverV.)

and has quite senior staffs who tend to have been in place Longer

than teachers in other regions and who have more definitive

career plans (only 18 percent of the teachers in this region are

undecid4d in their career plans). The staff seniority would seem

to be partially attributable to factors beyond the percentagN. of

locally hired teachers, since other regions such as the Pacific

Region, which also relies heavily on CONUS-hired teachers; do not

have similar staff backgrounds or career plans,

These results suggest that future changes in the DoDDS

teacher population will differ soraewhat from region to region.

On the one extreme the Atl:;.ntic Region will be faced with

increasingly more senior teachers with a restricted opportunity

co introduce "new blood" into school staffs. On the other

extreme will be the Germany-North Region which vill have a higher

turnover of more junior staff. This pattern can be modified

somewhat by adjusting regional policy towards local hiring,

although it appears that to some degree these patterns are

inherent in the characteristics of the regions and are hence

likely to continue to one degree or another.

2-13
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CHAPTER 3

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES

Few events have had such a profound effect on American life

over the last five years as the tremendous advances in the infor-

mation processing and telecommunications fields. Education has

been confronted with significant challenges as well as numerous

opportunities by the wide introduction of high technology. Such

advances will not only alter the process of education, but may

bring about a reconsideration of its specific objectives. For

example, a vast job market now exists for positions which until

recently did not even exist (see Exhibit 3-1), and the introduc-

tion of high technology into the American workplace has further

redefined the nature and scope of most other occupations. Thus,

the basic "literacy" skills required by students are increasingly

coming to include computer literacy as, a necessary component so

that educational institutions are increasingly having to devote

attention to the "three Cs"--computation, calculation, and com-

munication--as well aa the traditional "three Rs."

Trends in the use of computers in education reflect this

emphasis. A recent survey by Market Data Retrieval [MDR] ground

microcomputers being used in 11 percent of U.S. elementary

schools, 25 percent of the junior highs, and 43 perpent of the

senior high schools. Such usage rates can be expected to

increase rapidly over the next few years. For example, in

another survey by the same firm, the number of schools with

classroom computers rose 50 percent in only the past year.
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PERCENT GROWTH
IN EMPLOYMENT

OCCUPATION 1978-90

Al:. Occupations 22.5%

Data Processing Machine Mechanics 147.6%

Paralegal Personnel 132;4%

Computer Systems Analysts 107.8%

Computer Operators 87.9%

Office Mak ine and Cash Register Servicers 80.8%

Computer Programmers 73.6%

Aero-Astronautic Engineers 70.4%

Food Preparation and Service Workers, 68.8%
Fast Food Restaurants

Employment Interviewers 66.6%

Tax Preparers 64.5%

Source: Monthly Labor Review.

EXHIBIT 3-1

1

MOST RAPIDLY GROWING OCCUPATIONS: 1978-90
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DoDDS, like other large school systems, is beginning to utilize

computers for intructional plrposes. Results (see Exhibit 3-2)

from this study's DoDDS principal survey indicate that computers

are being used at all grade levels, especially in senior high

schools. While this utilization falls considerably below the

aforementioned norms for stateside schools at the junior high and

senior high school levels, the recent acquisition of Atari micro-

computers for DoDDS-wide utilization should soon bring DoDDS

computer classroom utilization up to or beyond stateside levels.

However, even with additional hardware, evidence shows a strong

need throughout DoDDs for significant expansion and improvement

in the computer area. In evaluating 18 curriculum areas, DoDDS

principals rated computer education as the second most under-

emphasized area (after career education), as the most inadequate

in terms of the curriculum offerings in the area, and lowest it.

the quality of instruction.

The rate of, growth with which computers have been introduced

into education has brought its own problems. In a recent nation-

wide survey of teachers inquiring into teachers' needs in fully

utilizing the potential of computers in the classroom, inservice

training and software needs were most consistently identified,

followed by the need for proper planning in the development of

computer-based education programs, the need for specialized

technical assistance in developing, running, and maintaining such

programs and, least of all, the need for funds to purchase hard-

ware and software. In light of the high frequency with which
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inservice training and software needs are cited as problems, we

will consider each of these in more depth.

Due to the recency c! the computer explosion in education,

most teachers have not had instruction in educational computer

applications as part of their formal training. Indeed, as

recently as 1980, only three teachers colleges in the U.S. were

offering computer-literacy training. This lack of training can

be seen in DoDDS. In the survey of teachers, 66 percent of the

respondents indicated they had no experience using computers (see

Exhibit 3-3). Although DoDDS has offered inservice training in

computer education over the last five years, there is still a

pressing need to provide an extensive program of inservice

training in computer literacy and in computer applications in

education as part of efforts to capitalize on the potential

offered by computers. This need for such training is underscored

by the fact that 61 percent of the surveyed DoDDS teachers stated

they had a high need for inservice training in computer science,

making it the third highest ranked need (after "New Methods" and

"New Materials" which also could conceivably include computers)

out of the 20 inservice training areas named on the survey.

While the exact content of such training was not addressed in

this study, Exhibit 3-4 shows topics identified by a sample of

stateside teachers as desirable for inservice training on

computer literacy.

A second major need in introlucing computer technology into

an educational system is that of adequate software. Clearly,
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PRIOR EXPERIENCE WITH COMPUTERS PERCENT

No Experience Using Computers

Have Used Computers but Have Not
Written Computer Programs

Have Had Computer Programming°
Experience

EXHIBIT 3-3

NATURE OF PRIOR COMPUTER EXPERIENCE
FOR DoDDS TEACHERS
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TOPIC PERCENT

Use of Computer to Supplement Instruction 86%

Computers for Record Keeping 70%

Computer Terminal Operation 69%

Hardware and Software Concepts 69%

Computer Programming 67%

Role and Impact of Computers in Society 54%

Other Computer Applications 43%

History of Computers 30%

Other Topics 4%

EXHIBIT 3-4

DESIRED TOPICS FOR COURSE ON COMPUTER
LITERACY FOR TEACHERS
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the instructional value of a computer can be no higher than that

of the software which provides the instruction. In many ways,

software packages can be considered as education supplies such as

textbooks, with many of the same issues and problems associated

with their selection and procurement. However, software packages

have unique problems, some arising from the nature of the micro-

computer software industry. Unlike the textbook publishing

industry, where the market contains a limited number of major

firms, the current software industry is composed mostly of a

proliferation of small firms. Indeed, the most popular educa-

tional software packages tend to be produced by the smaller firms

in the industry. For example, only 14 percent of the educational

software packages are distributed by major publishers. Because

of this, it is extremely difficult to identify, much less evalu-

ate, all competing candidate software irograms for inclusion into

a school's curriculum. This problem, compounded by difficulties

attendant to overseas locations and the government procurement

process, makes informed software selection complex, time-consum-

ing, and difficult. A number of clearinghouses, not associated

with any software developers, test and evaluate educational soft-

ware. DoDDS has been a member of the National Clearinghouse

Technical Review Committee (SIFTNET) since 1981.

In addition to direct instructional applications, com-

puters and associated technologies will continue to offer signi-

ficant potential for addressing administrative and managerial

problems. Currently, the application of computer technology to

3-8
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administrative/managerial tasks is lagging behind instructional

applications within DoDDS. Yet, this technology offers real

opportunities to remediate some problems inherent to DoDDS opera-

tions. One such area is the problems in communications among

schools, Regional Headquarters, and ODS due to DoDDS' geographic

dispersion. Some stateside school districts and state depart-

ments of education with far less of a geographic dispersion than

the DoDDS regions are turning more and more to computer telecom-

munications networks as communication links among their subele-

ments. Such networks provide:

Computer "bulletin boards" on which to post announce-
ments of general interest for access by all on the net-
work. Such entries can totally replace general distri-
bution memos and announcements within an organization.

Electronic mail which provides user-to-user communica-
tions at speeds exceeding normal mail.

Data collection capabilities such as computer-based
surveys or polling techniques which can provide timely
information to support management decision making.

Subscriptions to national and satellite-based international

computer networks (some oriented specifically to education user;)

are commercially available and are being increasingly utilized by

states and district organiLations. For example, six states.

Florida, Pennsylvania, Kansas, Montana, Colorado, and West

Virginia--have all of their school districts on the Specialnet

System, a system which is specifically oriented to users with

interest in special education. The haribare requirements for

such systems in the U.S. are minimal since they require only a

terminal or microcomputer and can allow different types of
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hardware systems to communicate with one another. Considering

the delay; built hito DoODS. administrative procedures by postal

and communication delays, it would appear that 0o00S could

greatly benefit through participation in one of the telecommuni-

cations systems.

The most effective management of a system as large as DoODS

requires management decision making supported by complete and

current information on system conditions and changes. As dis-

cussed in an earlier chapter, major features 91/the dependent

school system (e.g., student population characteristics) may

alter quite rapidly and significantly in response to changing

military policy or conditions. The ability to sense these

changes at an early stage in order to deal effectively with their

operational implications requires a capability for quick access

to, and analysis of, a broad variety of information on. 0o00S

operations. In short, what is needed is a management information

system [MIS] vt an integrated group of management information

systems. The need for such a system has been recognized by

DODOS, and activities have been underway for a few years to plan

and develop MIS capabilities at the school, Regional, and Head- ,

quarters levels. The school-level management information system

is scheduled for implementation in school year 1983-84.

The increased systemwide availability of computer hardware

at the school level should greatly facilitate the development

of this system. A major obstacle to the development of such

a system is the fact that in many important areas (e.g.,

3 -10
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transportation, personnel) DoDDS is dependent on services pro-

vided by the different military services. Because much of the

information in such areas is not consistently kept across the

four services, or is kept in an inconsistent format, it is

extremely difficult and costly to integrate such data in-a single

MIS. A necessary precondition for a e.ompreheneive MIS is the

establishment of standardized procedures for reporting opera-

tional data that are common across se-vices, installations, and

services. Considerable progress has been realized by DoDDS in

this area in the past year. Such efforts will need to continue

and expand.



CHAPTER 4

PARENTS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

With the establishment of the Advisory Coilncil on Depen-

dents' Education and local School Advisory Committees, the opin-

ions of the parents of DoDDS students will be a growing force in

the shaping of DoDDS. future policy. An understanding of DoDDS

future requirements would therefore be incomplete without consid-

eration of parents' views on the education their children receive

in theidependents school system and parents' feelings regarding

what that education shOuld be. Moreover, effective long-range

planning for DoDDS must include continuing evaluation of trends

in parents' attitudes towards issues pertaining to their

children's education.

A survey was performed as part of the Comprehensive Study to

elicit the attitude of DoDDS parents toward education. Results

from this survey represent an initial point with which subsequent

survey results can be compared to assess developing trends. With

only one temporal point to consider, future trends cannot be

directly assessed. However, current parent attitudes represent

important factors which the DoDDS system must take into account

if DoDDS schools are to best meet the needs and satisfy the

desires of the military parents and children they serve.

Exhibit 4-1 presents a cross-tabulation of rank of military

parents surveyed and DoDDS region. Where both parents were

4-1
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DODDS
REGION

Germany-North

Germany-South

Atlantic

Mediterranean

Pacific

Panama

Total

NON-
MILITARY

ENLISTED NCO WARRANT (BOTH
(El-E4) (c5-E9) OFFICERS OFFICERS PARENTS)

19 (4 %)1228 (62 %)I 20 (401 65 (14 %)I 59 (1301

11 (4 %)1169 (58 %)1 12 (401 37 (1301 43 (1501

2 (301 35 (5501 1 (201 15 (2301 10 (1601

2 (101 86 (61 %)1 3 (201 24 (17 %)1 I8 C 301

4 (2 %)1107 (5601 3 (201 56 (2901 15 (

4 (501 47 (6201 2 (3 %)I 7 ( 9 %)1 13 (1701

42 (3 %)1732 (60 %)I 41 (3 %)1204 (17 %)1158 (1301

//

EXHIBIT 4-1

NUMBER OF PARENTS IN SAMPLE
SURVEY BY DoDDS REGION

53

NO
RESPONSE TOTAL

16 (3 %)1 461 I

20 (701 292 I

1 (21k)1 64 0

7 (5 %)1 140 1

16 (301 191 1

3 (401 76 I

53 (41011230'1
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military, classification is arbitrarily on the basis of father's

rank-

Within limits, the representation of each rank is propor-

tionately equal for each regioq surveyed. b1COs second or

more term-enlistees) make up by far the largest class, with

officers second among the military groups. First-term enlisted

personnel and warrant officers make up a very small percentav of

the population. Since the proportions are relatively constant

across regions, this sample appears to ic relatively repr.asen-

tative of DoDDS populations.

Unlike the situation with military ranks, percentage of

parents from each schoo3 level differs considerably from region

to region (Exhibit 4-2).. Thus in interpreting results, where

regions or school levels differ, we will hal,' to distinguish

between effects attributable to regions and these attributable to

school level.

The first type of survey result to be discussed will compare

U.S. national trends in parent attitudes towards pub: schools,

obtained from a Gallup poll conducted in 1982, to those obtained

in the DoDDS parent survey. Wherz DoDDS results differ markedly

from those of Gallup, or where there are significant differences

in attitudes between DoDDS parents in different legions, school

levels, or ranks, we will break results down by these varie'lev.

For Gallup results, we will present both overall results for the

whole population polled and results for only parents with chil-

dren in public schools, since this group is the most comparable

to the DoDDS parent survey Apulation.

t. 4-3
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DoDDS
REGION ELEM. MIDDLE

HIGH
SCHOOL

Germany-Nurth 323 93 47

Germany-South 115 - 127

Atlantic 12 - 32

Mediterraneah 126 - 8

Pacific 135 53

Panama 76
v

TOTAL 787 146 214
4

EXHIP:T 4-2

NUMBER OF SURVEYED PARENTS CLASSIFIED BY
DoDDS REGION AND SCHOOL LEVEL
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DoDDS Parents' Overall Ratings Compared to National Sample

The first and most fundamental parent attitude to be treated

involves parents' overall assessment of their local schools.

Both the Gallup poll and the DoDDS survey asked parents to rate

their schools on an A, B, C,

presented below:

D, or Fail basis. The results are

Don't
A B C D F Know

Gallup 11% 38% 31% 13% 6% 1%

DODOS 9% 41% 28% 5% 1% 16%

This figure shows that DoDDS parents as a group rate the

DoDDS schools comparably to the rating given to local schools by

the Gallup sample of parents with children in the public schools.

To see if this held true for all DoDDS parent populations and

school types, this result was broken down further by parent rank,

DoDDS region, and school level. These results are given in

Exhibit 4-3.

When overall DoDDS school ratings are broken down by parent

rank, it is evident that all DoDDS subgroups rate their schools

in a way generally comparable to Gallup's sample. Indeed, all

but the officers are somewhat more likely to rate DoDDS schools

as good or excellent than parents in the national sample. How-

ever, when officers are compared with the members of Gallup's

sample who graduated from college, the most comparable national

subgroup, officer parents are more favorably disposed toward

4-5
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Gallup Overall

ABCDFKNOW
11% 13%

DON'T

//3P% 31% 6% 1%
Gallup Overall Grade 6% 33% 32% 13% 6% 10%
DoDDS 9% 41% 28% 5% 6% 16%

Enlisted 18% 39% 16% 5% 3% 18%
NCO 11% 41% 28% 6% 1% 14%
WO 10% 43% 31% 7% 0% 0%
Officer 6% 40% 31% 2% 0% 21%
Non-Military 8% 42% 27% 6% 0% 19%

Germany-NOrth 8% 42% 28% 4% 1% 17%
Germany-South 6% 34% 34% 9% 1% 16%
Atlantic 5% 52% 34% 5% 0% 5%
Mediterranean 7% 44% 23% 9% 0% 17%
Pacific 16% 42% 24% 3% 2% 14%
Panama 23% 46% 16% 3% 1% 11%

Elementary 10% 41% 25% 5% 1% 18%
Middle 10% 43% 31% 6% 1% 9%
High School 6% 40% 34% 7% 5% 14%

EXHIBIT 4-3

PERCENTAGE RATING OF DoDDS SCHOOLS BY
SEGMENTS OF DoDDS PARENT POPULATIONS

AND GALLUP PARENTS

4-6
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DoDDS schools than Gallup's college graduates are to their local

schools.

Ratings of DoDDS schools appear to vary more between DoDDS

regions than they do between parent groups. This is consistent

with the conclusion that these ratings are at least as sensitive

to actual characteristics of schools as to nonschool-related

parent dispositions. When ratings broken down by regions are

compared to Gullup ratings, it appears that all except those for

Germany-South are comparable to or higher than U.S. norms. When

school ratings are broken down by school level, ot.ty high school

is slightly lower than the U.S. norms.

One way that virtually all DoDDS parents' ratings differ

from those of Gallup's parents is that a substantially higher

percentage of DoDDS parents answer "1 don't know" to questions

asking for assessment of DoDDS schools. This result, which

appears disturbing at first, may simply be attributable to the

fact that many parents may have been posted overseas only

recently. At any rate, it is appropriate to correct DoDDS data

and consider percentages only of parents who considered them-

selves well enough informed to give a rating at all. Since only

1 percent of Gallup's public school parents answered "I don't

know," no similar correction is necessary for comparative

purposes.

Exhibit 4-4 shows that with the "I don't know" category

eliminated, overall 10 percent more DoDDS parents rated their

schools higher (A or B) than the national sample. In addition,

4-7
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A B C D F

Gallup 11% 38% 31% 13% 6%
DoDDS 11% 48% 33% 6% 1%

Enlisted 23% 48% 19% 6% 3%
NCO 12% 47% 32% 7% 2%
WO 10% 46% 36% 8% 0%
officers 8% 51% 38% 2% 1%
Nonmilitary 9% 50% 34% 7% 0%

Germany-North 10% 51% 34% 5% 1%
Germany-South 7% 40% 40% 11% 1%
Atlantic 5% 55% 36% 5% 0%
Mediterranean 8% 53% 28% 11% 0%
Pacific 19% 49% 28% 5% 2%
Panama 26% 52% 18% 3% 1%

Elementary 12% 50% 30% 6% 1%
Middle 11% 47% 34% 7% 1%
High School 7% 47% 40% 8% 6%

EXHIBIT 4-4

ADJUSTED PERCENTAGE RATING OF DoDDS SCHOOLS BY
SEGMENTS OF DoDDS. PARENT POPULATION AND GALLUP PARENTS

-8
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higher (A or B) than the national sample. In addition, 12

percent fewer DoDDS parents rated their schools negatively (D or

Fail) than did Gallup's public school parents. When DODDS

results are broken down by rank, it appears that the small sample

of enlisted parents are somewhat more likely to rate DoDDS

schools as good or excellent. Warrant officers are least likely

to do so/ indeed, they are the on1.1, parent rank with a smaller

percentage of positive ratings than the national sample. All

regions except Germany-South show a higher percentage of positive

ratings than Gallup's sample, with the Pacific and particularly

Panama regions markedly higher. No'region or rank shows as many

negative ratings as the national sample. Elementary school

parents have the highest percentage of parents rating schools

positively, with high school parents having the lowest (although

still exceeding the Gallup sample). The high school parents

group also contains the most negative ratings of any Dot= group,

although fewer than the national samples.

DoDDS Parents' Ratings of Components of Schools

Although the Gallup sample did not do so, DoDDS parents

were asked to provide not only ratings of DoDDS schools overall

but of components which go into making up a school. Thus DoDDS

parents were asked to give additional A-Fail ratings of "DoDDS

teachers in your community," "DoDDS administrators in your com-

munity," and "DoDDS facilities in your community." These ratings

are given in Exhibits 4-5 through 4-7, broken down by parent

group, pions region, and school level. In these exhibits
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DoDDS 20% 44% 30% 5% 1%

Enlisted 27% 44% 29%
NCO 20% 42% 31% 6% 1%
WO 15% 50% 28% 5% 3%
Officer 16% 55% 26t 3% 1%
Nonmilitary 19% 46% 31% 3% 1%

Germany-North 18% 48% 29% 5% 1%
Germany-South 19% 37% 35% 8% 1%
Atlantic 9% 50% 39% 2% 0%
Mediterranean 17% 44% 33% 6% 1%
Pacific 20% 47% 28% 4% 1%
Panama 42% 44% 13% 1% 0%

Elementary 23% 44% 27% 5% 1%
Middle 9% 55% 29% 4% 2*

High School 14% 41% 42% 8% 1%

EXHIBIT 4-5

PERCENTAGE RATINGS BY DoDDS PARENTS OF
DoDDS TEACHERS IN THEIR COMMUNITIES

4-10
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A B C

o

D F

DoODs 17% 40% 30% 10% 1%

Enlisted 26% 36% 29% 7% 3%
NCO 16% 41% 30% 10% 3%
WO 21% 31% 41% 8% 0%
Officer 15% 43% 25% 13% 5%
Nonmilitary 19% 40% 28% 9% 3%

Germany-North 13% 39% 32% 12% 4%
Germany-South 17% 38% 31% 12% 2%
Atlantic 17% 46% 27% 5% 0%
Mediterranean 17% 40% 31% 7% 5%
Pacific 17% 41% 29% 101 4%
Pahama 38% 45% 14% 3% 0%

Elementary 18% 38% 30% 10% 4%
Middle 12% 44% 29% 12% 4%
High School 16% 37% 34% 12% 2%

EXHIBIT 4-6

PERCENTAGE RATINGS BY DoDDS PARENTS OF SCHOOL.
ADMINISTRATORS IN THEIR COMMUNITIES

4-1.1
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A B CD F

DoDDS 13% ,34% 35% 12% 6%

Enlisted 14% 38% 30% 11% 8%
NCO 13% 36% 32% 12% 7%
WO 10% 29% 37% 22% 2%
Officer 10% 34% 40% 13% 5%
Nonmilitary 16% 31% 39% 10% 4%

Germany-North 10% 38% 35% 12% 6%
Germany-South 10% 30% 37% 14% 8%
Atlantic 11% 36% 271 18% 7%
Mediterranean 4% '.0% 49% 14% 3%
Pacific 25% 40% 29% 11% 5%
Panama 29% 46% 18% 4% 1%

E:.ementary 13% 36% 34% 12% 5%
Middle 11% 31% 33% 15% 10%
High School 16% 33% 37% 11% 4%

EXHIBIT 4-7

PERCENTAGE RATINGS BY DoDDS PARENTS OF SCHOOL
FACILITIES IN THEIR COMMUNITIES

4-12
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percentages were computed with the "I don't know" response

category eliminated for greater clarity in revealing parent

attitudes.

If favorable attitude on the part of parents is somewhat

arbitarily defined as more than 60 percent of the parents rating

a given aspect of the school as good or excellent, 64 percent of

the parents rate teachers favorably. Furthermore, every segment

of the DoDDS parent population rated DoDDS teachers favorably.

There is surprisingly little variance among groups: the range is

from a high of 71 percent As and Bs for enlisted and officers to

a low of 62 percent for warrant officers and nonmilitary. It is

also notable that each segment of the parent population rated

DoDDS teachers more favorably than they rated DoDDS schools

overall.

When parents' ratings of teachers are broken down by regi4n,

the range is somewhat greater, from a low of 56 percent As and Bs

for Germany-South to an 86 percent favorable rating in Panama.

Again, the greater range produced when ratings are grouped by

region than when they are divided by population group gives

support to the idea that parents are genuinely responding to

characteristics of the schools, rather than on the basis of a

response bias. Even the region least satisfied with its

teachers, Germany-South, rates them more highly than it does

___DoD DS_ 4c:hop is as A. who)

Ratings for elementary schools were quite high, with 67

percent of the parents rating teachers A or B. Lower ratings

4-13 64



were given to high school teachers, with 56 percent of the

parents rating teachers A or B.

Ratings assigned to administrators were lower overall than

those assigned to teachers. Note also the relatively high per-

cent of parents rating administrators negatively. This indicates

that parents do indeed distinguish between teachers and adminis-

trators. However, it is very unclear whether it is really

administrators per se who are being rated or whether heavy

components of administration policy, conditions, etc., are being

factored in.

Given our arbitrary criterion of favorable parent attitude

as more than 60 percent As and Bs, only the relatively small

group of enlisted personnel, the Atlantic Region (which is the

only group where administrators are rated higher than teachers),

and the Panama Region, rate administrators favorably.

Parents' attitudes toward the facilities of their local

DoDDS schools are uniformly worse than assessment of teachers and.

administrators. Indeed, of all the subgroups, only the Panama

Region and the Pacific Region and the small group of enlisted

personnel show more than 50 percent of paren.s assessing DoDDS

facilities as excellent or good. Relatively large numbers of

negative ratings characterize the warrant of!icer, Germany-

South, Atlantic, and middle school parent groups.

To inVestigate th,1 relationship between the component

assessments (teacher, administrator, facility) and overall DoDDS

4-14
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rating, we computed a correlation between overall ratings of

DoDDS schools and the rating. of each component for all parent

groups. In all cases, as expected, correlations were moderately

high (significant at p< .00I) and positive. As might also be

expected, the overall rating was most highly associated with

rating of teachers (r = .60), second with administrators (r =

.54), and third with facilities (r = .44). Nevertheless, given

(1) that there is most room for improvement in parent rating of

facilities; (2) parents do appear to be open to giving high

ratings to school components they genuinely approve of: (3)

parents have shown themselves willing to rate some facilities

very highly, as was the case in Panama; and (4) measures for

improving facilities would appear to be the most clearcut and

noncontroversial, it might be recommended that the best means of

improving overall parent assessment of DoDDS schools would be to

improve facilities.

DoDDS Parents' Perceptions of Problems in Schools

In designing this effort we reasoned that since a lack-6f

discipline has been consistently identified in the Gallup poll

over the last several years as the major problem confronting the

public school system, with drug use and deficiencies in curricu-

lum and standards also of great concern, that similar concern

would also be felt by DoODS parents. Thus in our survey we asked

DoDDS _parents to indicate which of a nAllbe.r_Qf _SpecifiAd_PKOblOMS

was the biggest one with which DoDDS schools in the.ir communities

had to deal. Exhibit 4-8 gives reply profiles of the total

4-3.5
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C.) Z0 4
C.) E4HE as

gC

H
a
z

m
1-8 w0

Gallup* 10 **6
DoDDS 14, 1

Enliited 10 2

.NCO 15 1

WO 6 0
Officer 14 1

NOnmilitary 15 1

Germany -North 16 1
Germany-South 15 1
Atlantic 5

Mediterranean 14 1
Pacific 14 1
Panama 15 1

Elementary 13; 1

Middle 191 1

High School 161 1

27
10

16
11
12
12
12

11
11
9
11
9
7

9
12
12

PERCENT
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22 4 20 11

16 13 41 3 2 31

10 10 2! 2 0 01

15 13 4 3 2 31

19 12 2 2 7 21

18 8 3 4 3 11

18 8 3 4 3 11

14 16 3 4 2 3
16 14 3 4 2 1

391 11 11 0 0 5

191 6 7 1 1 2

161 15 3 2 1

121 4 0 3 0 4

151 15 4 3 1 2

151 A 4 4 5 3

191 10 5 5 2 3

14

22
16
12
9
9

12
14

17
14
29

18

12
6

*Multiple answers were allowed on the Gallup Survey. Sample
size 1,557

**Integration/busing.

EXHIBIT 4-8

DoDDS PARENTS' ASSESSMENTS OF BIGGEST
PROBLEMS FACING DoDDS SCHOOLS COMPARED

WITH 1982 GALLUP PARENT SAMPLE
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DoODS' parents' assessments of problems compared with 1982

Gallup results.

The first way to view the results presented in Exhibit 4-8

is to compare the Gallup results with the DoDDS results both for

the overall sample and for specific groups. Even though e.-uc-

tural differences in questions (i.e., DoCDS parents were asked to

check only one answer, and Gallup's sample were allowed multiple

answers) make rigorous comparisons difficult, the difference in

the responses of these two gloups are quite striking. The first

noteworthy result is the much lower concern with drug problems on

the part of DoDDS parents. While 20 percent of the national

saL.fle rated drugs to be one of their community schools' tiggest

problems, only 2 percent of the DoDDS parents did, including only

5 percent of middle school and 2 percent of nigh school parents.

Secondly, while discipline is rated the single: most important

problem by Gallup's parents, this problem was ranked first by

only 10 percent of the DoDDS sample. It woaid seem that these

significant problems which have plagued a.srican education over

recent years are not present in the DoDDS schools. It would oe

extremely interesting to know how a COUTIS military parent popula-

tion would rate these problems, since the parent/student popula-

tion would be comparable to the DoDDS population, while the

schools would be comparable to the Gallup populaticn.

Another difference between DoDDS and Gallup res,Ilts concerns

the importance assigned the problem of difficulty of getting good

teachers. DoDDS parents rated this factor as consid'irably more

4-17
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important than did Gallup parents, even though the latter could

have checked it in conjunction with other problems. (Note that

the problem is assessed as of very little importance by parents

in the Atlantic Region.) However, it is quite striking that

almost all groups rate teachers so highly in their communities

and that there is a high correlation between ratings of teachers

and ratings of DoDDS schools overall. Even more perplexing is

the fact that where this problem is perceived as less important

(e.g., in the Atlantic Region), teachers tend to be less highly

rated. Perhaps, although the problem of getting good teachers is

viewed as a very difficult one, the DoDDS system is seen as

surmounting it satisfactorily.

The single problem most often cited as DoDDS' biggest is

lack of funds. This is seen as particularly severe in the

Atlantic and to a lesser extent in the Mediterranean Region and

in high schools generally. As this could be the source of a

multitude of other problems simultaneously (e.g., poor facili-

ties, outdated texts, inability to keep exceptional teachers,

overcrowding), it is difficult to know how to interpret this

rating. The number of parents checking this lnd other problems

which might result from lack of funds (e.g., overcrowding) would

seem to indicate that the DoDDS parent population (in possible

-distinction from U.S. parents as a whole) see the shortcomings of

their schools as stemming from straightforward material causes

rather than from more fundamental and less curable wide-spread

societal malaise. This interpretation is strengthened by the
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fact that the Panama Region, which rates its schools higher than

do other DoDDS regions, is also less likely to cite lack of funds

as a major problem. On the subject of societal problems, it is

striking in light of the proportion of minority personnel with

children in DoDDS that equal opportunity issues are virtually

never cited as DoDDS' biggest problem.

Tne problem of provision of student feeding in DoDDS is dis-

cussed elsewhere in this report. Surprisingly, this is fre-

quently cited as DoDDS' biggest problem (14 percent overall; most

frequently cited by enlisted personnel, NC0s, the Mediterraneanan

and Panama samples, and elementary school parents). It is

unclear whether this finding indicates satisfaction with other

more central aspects of the DoDDS program or simply depth of

frustration with the student feeding situation. The former

interpretation is strengthened by the fact that 29 percent of

parents from the otherwise highly rated Panama Region cite this

as DoDDS' most important problem.

C!:ercrowding, which is viewed as minimal in the Mediter-

ranean and Panama, is perceived as a particular problem in the

Pacific and Germany.

To strengthen the interpretation of the above analyses, par-

ents groups were analyzed en the basis of how they rated DoDDS

schools for their communities, and for parents giving each rating

what percent rated each potential problem as DoDDS' most impor-

tant. Because of the variability in proportion,of parents citing

more than on-- problem (even though instructed to select only

4-19 70



one), we calculated percentages twice, once with and once without

the "other and multiple" category entering the calculations.

These calculations are shown in Exhibit 4-9.

Giving little weight to the very poor category which

includes only 13 parents (8 giving unique problem selections), we

see that selection of "difficulty getting good teachers," "poor

curriculum," "poor standards," "and multiple problems" as DoDDS.

biggest problems is more notable for parents with a poorer

overall assessment of D^DDS ("mid:brad:0y, celection of lack of

discipline, lack of funds, and lunch as DoDDS. major problems is.

more likely for parents assessing DoDDS more highly. This

accords with intuitive feelings of what the most fundamental

aspects of good education are: teachers, curriculum, and

standards. These unfortunately are also the most difficult

features to alter in a way that will please everyone. Solving

the easiest problem--lunches--would eliminate the chosen problem

of the most satisfied rather than the least satisfied parents.

This analysis confirms our earlier suggestion, that lunch was

selected as the most important problem facing DoDDS not because

of its perceives; magnitude but because parents were essentially

satisfied with more important fe,._ares. It should, however, be

noted that although the least satisfied parents select the

thorniest problems as major, these parents are in the minority.

Poor and very poor overall ratings were selected by only 6

percent of the parents surveyed.

7.
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.With Parents Selecting Multiple or
Other Response Included

Excellent 8 21 11 20 11 4 0 2 31 231 211
Good 14 li 11 18 14 3 1 2 31 161 171
Fair 19 41 9 13 14 6, 6 2 II 91 201
Poor 20 .01 7 3 10 13 13 0 01 71 281
Very Poor 8 01 0 23 0 8 15 0 01 01 461
Total 15 11 10 16 4 4 3 2 21 141 20!

With Parents Selecting Multiple or
Other Response Eliminated

Excellent 10 2 14 25 141 4 0 2 41 29
Good 17 1 13 22 171 3 1 2 41 19
Fair 24 1 11 16 171 8 8 3 2' 11
Poor 24 0 8 8 121 16 16 0 0; 8
Very Poor 13 0 0 38 0! 13 25 0 )1 0
Total 18 1 13 20 161 5 4 2 31 18

EXHIBIT 4-9

PARENTS' RATINGS OF DoDDS QUALITY
OVERALL AND SELECTION OP ITS BIGGEST PROBLEMS

(IN PERCENT)
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DoDDS Parents' Attitudes towards High Schools' Performance

In the design of this study, we identified several national

trends in parents' attitudes towards local schools' performance

at the h. h school level. In particular, we found that parents

perceived local high schools as deficient ire meeting the

following objectives:

Developing students' moral and etical character
(Exhibit 4-10)

Teaching students how to think (Exhibit 4-11)

4 rrcparing nor:college hound students for a job or
career (Exhibit 4-12)

Preparing students to be informed citizens and voters
(Exhibit 4-13)

Preparing students for college (Exhibit 4-14)

Developing cultural appreciation (Exhibit 4-15)

To summarize the highlights of these exhibits, DoDDS

parents in general appear to attach much importance to all of

these aspects of education, as well as believing that they are

legitimately addressed by the schools. We base this conclusion

on the negligible percent of parents who rated their schools as

devoting too much attention to each of the areas. Taking all the

areas together, parents were about equally divided in assessing

DoDDS schools as devoting too much and the right amount of atten-

tion to the areas. Taking the areas individually, considerably

more than half the parents believe that their schools should

devote more attention to developin3 moral and ethical character

(65 percent) and to preparing (noncollege-bound) students for a

job (59 percent); somewhat more than half (53 percent) want more
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TOO MUCH
RIGHT
AMOUNT NOT ENOUGH

DoDDS 1% 34% 65%

Enlisted 0% 38% 61%
NCO 2% 34% 64%'
WO 0% 33% 67%
Officer 1% 33% 66%
Nonmilitary 3% 38% 62%

Germany-North 1% 35% 64%
Germany -South 1% 33% 66%
Atlantic 0% 32% 68%
MeA4f.arranPan 2% 32% 66%
Pacific 1% 31% 68%
Panama 0% 42% 58%

Elementary 1% 31% 67%
Middle 0% 39% 61%
High School 1% 34% 65%

EXHIBIT 4-10

PERCENTAGE RATING OF HIGH SCHOOLS' PERFORMANCE IN
DEVELOPING MORAL AND ETHICAL CHARACTER
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TOO MUCH
RIGHT 4
AMOUNT NOT ENOUGH

DoDDS 1% 46% 53%

Enlisted 11% 56% 33%
NCO 1% 49% 50%
WO 0% 39% 61%

Officer 1% 38% 61%

Nonmilitary 0% 48% 52%

Germany-North 1% 45% 54%

Germany-South 2% 41% 57%
Atlantic 0% 50% 50%

Mediterranean 0% 43% 57%

Pacific 0% 52% 48%

Panama 0% 66% 34%

Elementary 2% 45% 54%

Middle 0% 55% 45%

High School 1% 42% 57%

EXHIBIT 4-11

PERCENTAGE RATING OF HIGH SCHOOLS' PERFORMANCE
IN TEACHING STUDENTS TO THINK
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TOO MUCH
RIGHT
AMOUNT NOT ENOUGH

DoDDS 1% 40% 59%

Enlisted 8% 33% 58%
NCO 1% 40% 60%
WO 0% 56% 44%
Officer 0% 39% 61%
Nonmilitary 1% 44% 55%

Germany-North 1% 43% 57%
Germany-South 1% 40% 59%

Atlantic 0% 56% 44%
Mediterranean 2% 42% 56%.

Pacific 0% 35% 65%
Panama 0% 50% 50%

Elementary 2% 45% 54%
Middle 0% 55% 45%
High School 1% 42% 57%

EXHIBIT 4-12

PERCENTAGE RATING OF HIGH SCHOOLS' PERFORMANCE
IN PREPARING STUDENTS FOR JOBS
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TOO MUCH
RIGHT
AMOUNT NOT ENOUGH

DODDS 1% 48% 51%

Enlisted 0% 31% 69%
NCO 2% 42% 56%
MD 0% 58% 41%
Officer 0% 52% 48%
Nonmilitary 0% 64% 36%

Germany-North 1% 51% 48%
Germany-South 2% 42% 56%
Atlantic 0% 57% 44%
Mediterranean 0% 59% 42%
Pacific 1% 42% 57%
Panama 5% 52% 43%

Elementary 2% 46% 52%
Middle 0% 50% 50%
High School 1% 50% 49%

EXHIBIT 4-13

PERCENTAGE RATING OF HIGH SCHOOLS' PERFORMANCE
IN PREPARING STUDENTS TO VOTE
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TOO MUCH
RIGHT
AMOUNT NOT ENOUGH

DoDDS 3% 53% 44%

Enlisted 0% 63% 38%
NCO 3% 51% 46%
WO 0% 55% 45%
Officer 2% 48% 50%
Nonmilitary 3% 64% 33%

Germany-North 2% 51% 46%
Germany-SOuth 3% 54% 43%
Atlantic 0% 60% 40%
Mediterranean 4% 56% 40%
Pacific 3% 47% 49%
Panama 0% 72% 28%

Elementary 3% 52%. 46%
Middle 5% 49% 46%
High School 2% 57% 41%

EXHIBIT 4-14

PERCENTAGE RATINGS f HIGH SCHOOLS' PERFORMANCE
IN PREPARING STUDENTS FOR COLLEGE
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TOO MUCH
RIGHT
AMOUNT NOT ENOUGH

DoDDS 4% 59% 37%

Enlisted 0% 53% 47%
NCO 5% 61% 34%
WO 0% 71% 29%
Officer . 2% 53%. 46%
Nonmilitary 4% 58% 38%

Germany-North 2% 60% 38%
Germany-South 5% 52% 43%
Atlantic 13% 65% 23%
Mediterranean 2% 63% 35%
Pacific 5% 63% 32%
Panama 4% 75% 21%

Elementary 5% 60% 35%
Middle 2% 57% 41%
High School 4% 59% 37%

EXHIBIT 4-15

PERCENTAGE RATING OF HIGH SCHOOLS' VgRFORMANCE
IN DEVELOPING APPRECIATION OF CULTURE
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attention placed on teaching students to think and in preparing

students to vote (S1 percent); somewhat more than half (S3

percent) are satisfied with the amount of attention paid to

college preparation; and considerably more than half (59 percent)

are satisfied with the emphasis on cultural appreciation. With

so few parents believing that too much attention is paid to these

subjects, one would think that the DoDDS system could increase

the amount of parents' satisfaction overall by increasing

attention paid to such areas. However, since parents do not

suggest that less time should be devoted to academic subjects,

and there are a limited number of hours in a school day, it is

not clear how or if the emphases indicated by parents could be

achieved.

Looking at the responses of different parent rank and

region* subgroups to these areas we find:

Parents are uniform in their assessments that character
development is underemphasized.

Officers and warrant officers are less satisfied with
high schools' performance in teaching students to think
than are enlisted and nonmilitary parents. Indeed,
11 percent of enlisted personnel believe that too much
attention is paid to this area. Parents in Panama
and, to a lesser extent, the Atlantic and Pacific
Regions are more satisfied with this area than are
parents in other regions.

Parents in the Atlantic and to some extent in Panama
at-3 more satisfied with job preparation emphasis in
DoDDS high schools than are parents in other regions.
Although one might expect that more officers' children

*Since the question referred specifically to the high r ools we
have not considered it justifiable to interpret differences in
parent population or the basis of school level.

Su
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would be in the college-bound track, officers are
equally or more dissatisfied with job preparation in
DoDDS high schools than parents of other ranks.

(
Military parents, especially enlisted personnel, are
less satisfied with high school performance in citizen-
ship preparation than are civilians. Parents in Ger-
many -South and the Pacific are particularly dissatis-
fied with this. area.

Enlisted personnel and civiliaqs are most satisfied
with the amount of college preparation in DoDDS high
schools, while officerkareleast satisfied. This
accords with the expected college aspieation of these
groups. Parents in Panama are extremely satisfied with
this area, mhile those in the Pacific are least
pleased.

4 While more than half of parents of all ranks say that
cultural appreciation is being emphasized enough,
3TMers and enlisted personnel are most apt to think
this area should be emphasized more in DoDDS high
schools. Parents in Panama are most satisfied with the
amount of emphasis on culture, and those in Jermany-
South least so. A small but significant proportion of
parents in the Atlantic believe too much emphasis is
placed on culture in the high schools.

In spite of some differences, parents of all ranks
appear to share the same values about which non-
subject matter areas should be emphasized in the high
schools and wnether this is actually being achieved.
There is no case, for example, of the majority of
parents of one rank believing that an area is
overemphasized while those of another think it is
underemphasized.

DoDDS Parents' Ratings of Quality of Subject Matter Instruction

On A national basis, with the exception of physical educa-'

tion, parents do not give very high ratings to the quality of
11,1

.11111,

instruction provided in the various subjects included in the

public school curriculum, including those imparting basic Iiter-

acy skills. This is especially true in the case of vocational

training. To discover whether this is trim of DoDDS parents, as

well, in car survey we asked parents to rate the instruction
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their children were receiving in nine subject areas on an A-

Fail basis. Results obtained for the e.w.s'ite group are presented

in Exhibit 4-16.

DoDDS parents appear most satisfied with instruction in the

basic skills (i.e., reading, writing, and math) and least so with

physical education instruction and science instruction. When

ratings of instruction in subjects are compared across pare'rit

subgroups, ratings by each parent subgroup are remarkably similar

for eight of the nine subjects. .This is surprising in light'of

the different educational levels of parent subgroups and, thus,

one might conjecture, of educational expectations about the

schools. These results tend to suggest that parent attitudes,

particularly where these differ from national trends, are solidly

based on actual characteri tics of DoDDS schools rather than on

independently determined parent charaAeristics. This ale^

avoids putting DoDDS policymakers in a position where they have

to choose between ameliorating short.:omings perceived as impor-

tant by enlisted personnel and those considered imp-Irtent by

officers. The one substantial difference in subject ratings by

officer and enlisted personnel involves art. Officer parents ar.'

considerably more dissatisfied with art instruction.

Although general rating patterns were preserved for differ-
.

ent regions, there was also considerable variation in how good

instruction in a given subject was considered in a given region.

Rather than presenting these data numericdlly, for each rogion we
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Q. Elementary

Ea 3

Reading 31% 40% 21% 6% 3%

Elementary
Writing 26% 38% 2% 7% 3%

High School
English 18% 44% 30% 6% 3%

Math 24% 42% 27% 6% 1%

Sclence 18% 41% 33% 7% 1%

Social Studies 19% 43% 32% 5% 1%

Physical Educaticl 23% 34% 27% 10% 5%

6

Art 19% 41% 29% 9% 2%

Vocational
Training 15% 33% 34% 12% 7%

EXHIBIT 4-16

PERCENTAGE RATING BY DoDDS PARENTS OF
THEIR CHILDREN'S INSTRUCTION
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indicate which subjects were considered better or worse than the

DoDDS average for that subject:

Germany-North: Above DoDDS Average: Math

Below DoDDS Average: None

Germany-South: Above DoDDS Average: Vocational
Training

Below DoDDS Average: Elementary
Reading, Elementary Writing, Math,
science, Social Studies

Atlantic: Above DoDDS Average: Elementary
Reading, High School English,
Vocational Training, P.E.

Below DoDDS Average: Art, Social
Studies, Science, Math, Writing

Mediterranean: Above DoDDS Average: High School
English

Below DoDDS Average: Art, Writing,
Math, Social Studies, P.E., -)cational
Training

Pacific: Above DoDDS Average: Art, P.E.,
Social Studies, Reading, Writing

Below DoDDS Average: Vocational
Training, High School English

Panama: Above DoDDS Average: Reading,
Writing, Math, High School English,
Science, Social Studies, P.E., Art

Below DoDDS Averdge: None

Reasons for Choosing Private Schools over DoDDS

DoDDS policymakers in recent years have become concerned

that a number of potential DoDDS parents are placing their child-

ren in private schools, both religious and secular, rather than

in DoDDS. A number of possible reasons have been advanced for

this phenomenon, but until ths actual major reason or reasons are
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known, DoDDS policymakers will have difficulty taking steps to

alleviate the situation. To gain some information on this point,

DoDDS parents were asked why they thought this was happening.

The possible reason cited most often was desire for greater

religious/moral emphasis. This reason was selected by nearly

half of the parents responding. Desire for greater discipline

was also cited by more than 40 percent of the parents. This is

somewhat surprising since "lack of discipline" was cited as

DoDDS' major problem by only 10 percent of DoDDS pareats. To

explain this contradiction one should remember that here DoDDS

parents are being asked about the concerns of other parents.

Desire for better education, to avoid drugs and alcohol, over-

crowding in DoDDS, and unela)orated preference for private edu-

cation are cited about equally often by somathing over o,.?- fourth

of all parents. The other reason specified in the questior.

"closer to home" chosen considerably" less frequently by 32

percent of the parents. Citation of drugs as a reason for

choosing private school is even more surprising than discipline,

since only 2 percent of these same parents selected drug use as

DoDDS' biggest problem. Bette: education and preference for

private education are so vague and global, especially when

attributed to other parents, ard to fail to suggest specific

policies for changing the situation.

When parent responses are examined subgroup by subgroup, the

following findings emerges

Enlisted personnel are considerably more likely
to cite drugs/alcohol as a reason for preferring
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non-DoDDS schools. Since these parents are least
likely to have acquired substantial familiarity with
DoDDS, it may be that they are carrying over opinions
formed in CONUS schools. This explanation is streng-
thened by the fact that so many of these parents answer
"I don't know" to this question. It is not clear why
this group cites better education and greater disci-
pline so much less often than the others.

Warrant officers cite discipline more and religious/
moral emphasis less than other groups.

Officers are considerably more likely to cite multiple
reasons (thus frequency is up for'all answers). This
may simply be attributed to greater sophistication in
realizing that most acts have a complex of causes.

Overcrowding is :itea as a causal factor =re fre-
auently in Germany and the Pacific.

Althcagh DoDDS schools not being close to home is
clearly not a major contributing cause for choosing
ron-DoDDS schools in most regions, proximity is an
issue in the Atlantic.

In the Panama Region where DoDDS schools by all indi-
cation are very highly rated by DoDDS parents, the main
reasons received for choosinc private schoo.s are
religious/moral and preference for private education.
This tends to confirm the hypothesis that failure to
use DoDDS schools for these reasons is largely beyond
the control of DoDDS to charge.

While religious/moral emphasis is the factor c:.ted most
often by elementary school parents, for the middle and
high schools this emphasis switches to discipline.

SUMMARY

Since such a large amount of material was presented in this

chapter we will conclude by briefly summarizing and synthesizing

major conclusions:

DoDDS parents are more satisfied as a whole with their
schools than a national sample of parents of U.S. pub-
lic school children. For overall schools' ratings and
for most of the morn specific questions there is
remarkably little difference among military parents of
different ranks.
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Overall satisfaction varies considerably Prom DoDDS
region to region, with parents in the Pacific and
particularly Panama most satisfied overall and those in
Germany-South least. (Note that even this latter group
are not appreciably less satisfied than parents in the
Gallup sample.)

Parents of DoDDS elementary school children are some-
what more satisfied overall and parents of those of
high school age less so.

DoDDS parents are most satisfied with teachers, less so
with administrators. and least with DoDDS facilities.
Regional differences indicate parents apparently do
distinguish among different facets of their schools.
Correlations show that overall ratiri9s of schools are
most associated with teachers and least with facili-
ties.

Unlike national trends, DoDDS parents do not appear to
be seriously troubled by discipline and drug problems
in their schools. Instead, problems appear to be
ascribed to material conditions, lack of funds, over-
crowding, and the lunch program, as well as lifficulty
getting teachers.

Parents rating DoDDS schools poorly are more likely to
view poor curriculum and poor standards as major DoDDS
problems.

More than half of DoDDS parents would like to see high
schools place more emphasis on moral and ethical
character development (65 percent), teaching students
to think (53 percent), preparing students for jobs (59
percent), and for good citizenship /vo..ing (51 percent).
A smalxcr but still substantial proportion would like
more attention given to college preparation (44 per-
cent), and culture (37 percent). With the limited
exception of the last mentioned area, only a very
negligible proportion of parents believe any of these
areas are now overemphasized.

In contrast to national trends, DoDDS parents are gen-
erally quite pleased with instruction in basic skills.
They are least pleased with vocational training and
somewhat less pleased with physical education and
science instruction. Association of the lower rated
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subjects with equipment, combined with poorer ratings
of facilities and idcAtification of lack of funds as a
major problem, may point to a straightforward material
interpretation of the sources of DoDDS' Tajor problems.

Most DoDDS parents identify desre for greater relig-
ious/moral emphasis as a major reason for selecting
non-DoDDS schools.
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r"-"DTER 5

DoDDS .AND Tne MILITARY MISSION

The major way that parents' attitudes to DoDDS schools

affect the military mission has to do with decisions to re-enlist

or accept additional overseas assignments. It is demonstrably to

the military's advantage to retain competent, trained, and

experienced personnel, and to keep them in overseas stations if

that is where they are required. If such personnel are separat-

ing from their services or avoiding additional overseas assign-

ments rather than placing their children in DoDDS schools, this

problem must be dealt with. The magnitude of this problem would

be even greater if it were true that these service members most

concerned with the quality of their children's schooling were

also tht; ones who performed most competently and conscientiously

on their jobs. Although we have no direct empirical data to

support this, we nevertheless suspect it to be the case. A

further ramification of this- problem is the impact that negative

attitudes toward. DoDDS on the part Of parents returning from

abroad can have on other service members who have not had

exp:rience DoDDS.

Our initial assessment that attitude towards DoDDS schools

could affect parents' probab'lity of enlisting was strengthened

by the results of a 1978-79 DoDDS survey which showed that while

71 percent of enlisted and 70 percent of officer parents who

rated DoDDS schools as "excellent" described themselves as
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very probable or certain to extend by 1 year, the comparable

percentages of those rating schools "very poor" were 48 percent

and 47 percent. In order to investigate the magnitude of the

effect of parents' attitudes towards DoDDS on decisions to

re-enlist and ac.lept additional overseas assignments, we included

two questions directly assessing these issues in our parent

survey.

Exhibit 5-1 shows that the majority of respondents (over

three-fourths overall) say that DODDS has had no effect on their

decisions to re-enlist. Of the remainder almost equal percen-

tages say DoDDS quality has increased and has decreased their

intention to re-enlist. While the percentage of officers and

warrant officers who report decreased intention is larger, the

number of these groups responding to this question at all is so

small that no reliable interpretation can be made (see footnote

to Exhibit 5-1). When responses broken down by DoDDS region are

examined, there is a strong association between how well DoDDS is

rated in a region and whether decreased or increased re-enlist-

ment intentions prevail. Thus, in the Panama Region, 30 percent

of parents claim that DoDOS has increased their intention to

re-enlist, while only 4 pel:cent repor... a decrease; in the

Germany-South Region the comparable figures are 12 percent

increase and 15 percent decrease.

The relatively small pr,.)ortion of parents reporting that

DoDDS hAs influenced the career decision of re-enlistment testi-

fies to the fact tha:- many complex factors ititeract to influence

40.
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DoDDS 4% 6% i 4%

Enlisted 5% 13% 1 3%
NCO 4% 5% I 4%
WO 0% 0% I 0%
Officer* 0% 3% 3%

Germany-North 4% 5% 21
Germany-South 4% 5% 3%
Atlantic 01 3% 3%
Mediterranean 2% 5% 11%
Pacific 3% 9% 3%
Panama 14% 14% 2%

Elem,ntary 5% 7% 4%
Middle 3% 5% 0%
High School 2% 2% 51

77% 4% 3% 3%

59% 8% 8% 51
79% 4% 2% 3%
92% 0% 0% 8%
80% 71 3% , 3%

80% 5% 3% 2%
74% 7% 3% 5%
94% 0% 0% 0%
72% 5% 5% 1%
78% 1% 4% 4%
66% 2% 0% 2%

75$ 5% 3% 3%
82% 3% 5% 2%

85% 4% 2% 1%

*Most officers apparently considered "res-enlistment" applied only
to enlisted personnel and did not answer the question.

EXHIBIT 5-1

RATING By DoDDS PARENTS OF EFFECT OP DoDDS
EDUCATION ON INTENTION TO RE-ENLIST
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such a decision, e.g., whether 20 years have been served or the

job opportIlities in the civilian world, as well as the fact that

re-enlistments may be associated with a CONUS tour. One might

expect that willingness to accept another overseas tour would be

more directly related to the perceived desirability of overseas

milita y Life, an important component of which is DoDDS. Thus,

one .:/ould lxpect larger proportions of personnel reporting

inf1uence of DoDDS on such decisions.

Exhibit 5-2 reveals that this is indeed the case. Overall,

only slightly less than half (48 percent) of parents report an

effect of DoDDS on this lecision, compared to 23 percent for

re-enlistment. Surprisingly; considering that DoDDS is quite

well rated by these parents, more parents report a negative

effect than a positive one. This is especially true with regard

to officers. Whet parents' responses are broken down by region,

we notice that the regions where DoDDS is rated best reverse this

trend; reported positive influences outnumber negative ones in

all the non-Germany regions, while Germany-North and Germany-

South (which account for more than half the parents responding)

reported negative influences prevail.

When data are broken down by schools, reported negative

influences outnumber positive ones in all'cases, although this

effect is largest for the middle schools. Here association

between rating of DoDDS schools and reported effect on career

intentions is not as clear. Perhaps differential effects of

school levels do not have as muca to do with perceived

5-4
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DoDDS 8% I

Enlisted 7% 1

NCO 8% I

WO 5%
Officer 7% i

Germany-North 5% 1

Germany-South i%

Atlantic 33%
Mediterranean 15:1

Pacific 11%
Panama 22%

Elementary 8%
Middle 6%
High School 6%

6% 6% 52% 9% 6% 11%

13% 3% 51% 10% 5% 10%
7% 5% 57% 8% 5% 10%
10% 15% 49% 7% 5% 10%
10% 9% 56% 11% llt 15%

8% 6% 54% 8% 7% 11%
11% 6% 55% 10% 7% 16%
11% 6% 67% 8% 6% 0%
9% 13% 41% 10% 8% 9%
11% 6% 49% 8% 5% 11%
7% 10% 47% 3% 5% 7%

8% 7% 52% 9% 6% 11%
10% 5% 49% 8% 10% 13%
6% 5% 61% 9% 4% 8%

EXEIIBIT 5-2

RATINGS BY DODDS PARENTS OF EFFECT OF DODDS
SCHOOLS ON WILLINGNESS TO ACCEPT ANOTHER OVERSEAS TOUR
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quality of DoDDS schools as with differences in assessment of how

important U.S. schooling is to children at different levels. For

example, parents may perceive a DoDDS high school education as a

handicap for CONUS college entrance, regardless of the actual

quality of education available at DoDDS schools. Obviously,

whether a parent is influenced in career decisions by DoDDS

schools is a function of two partially independent factors: (1)

how highly the parent evaluates those schools and (2) how much

this evaluation is weighted in career decisions. To get a

clearer idea of how these two factors interact in general and for

different subgroups, we computed the probability of parents

reporting negative, positive, or no effect of DoDDS on career"

decisions, contingent on how DoDDS education was rated by them.

These probabilities are presented in Exhibits 5-3 and 5-4.

Examination of Exhibit 5-3 supports the following conclu-

sthns about relat:.onships between parents' ratings of DoDDS

.chools and reported .ffect of schools on re-enlistment

decisions.

There is a moderately strong relationship between the
two sets of responses; the more highly parents rate
DoDDS schools the more likely they are to report a
positive influence of the schools on re-enlistment
decisions alai less likely to report a neg.lt.ive influ-
ence.

Nevertheless, for every school rating but "ver, 'poor"

the majority of parents report "no effect." The small
number of parents rating DoDDS schools as "very poor"
were most likely to report negative influences.

Parents rating DoDDS schools as "fair" are more likely
to report negative effects on enlistment decisions than
positive ones (although "no effect" was still the most
common response).
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GROUP

PERCENT REPORTING

NEGATIVE
EFFECT

POSITIVE
EFFECT

NO
EFFECT

Overa? 1 Rating

Excellent 29% ( 4%)* 69% (10%) 2% (<1%)
Good 15% ( 8%) 79% (42%) 5% ( 3%)
Fair 5% ( 1%) 82% (21%) 131 ( 3%)
Po.,r 2% (<1%) 56% ( 3%) 42% ( 3%)
Very Poor 0% ( 0%) 30% ( <i %) 70% ( 1%)

NCO Rating-*

Excellent 26% ( 4%) 74% (11%) 1% (<1%)

Good 15% ( 8%) 81% (43%) 4% ( 2%)
Fair 5% ( 1%) 84% (21%) 11% ( 3%)
Poor 0% ( 0%) 57% 1 3%) 43%d4 3%)
Very Poor 0% ( 0%) 11% (<1%) 85% 7 1%)

*Numbers :"..tt parentheses refer to percent of total.

**Only the NCO group was large enough to perform meaningful com-
putations of contingent proba)-Ality.

EXHIBIT 5-3

REPORTED INFLUENCE OF DoDDS ON RE-ENWTAENT
DECISIONS AS A FUNCTION OF RATING OF

DoDDS EDUCATION
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REGION
POSITIVE
EFFECT.

N3
EFFECT

NEGATIVE
EFFECT

Geri any-North

Excellent 22% ( 3%) 74% (10 %, 5% (1%)
Good '9% ( 6%) 83% (44%) 6% ( 3 %)

Fair 7t ( 2 %) 84% (30%) 9% ( 2%)
Poor 0% ( 0%) 52% ( 4 %) 48% ( 3 %)

Very Poor 0% ( 0%) 50% (<11) 50% (<11)

Germany-South

Excellert 50% ( 6 %) 50% ( 6%) 0% ( 0 %)

Good 10% ( 4 %) 80% (36 %) 11% ( 5%)
Fair 3% ( 1%) 80% (30 %) 18% ( 6%)
Poor 8% (<11) 701 ( 5%) 23% ( ..!1)

Very Poor OL ( 0 %) 0% ( 0 %) 100% ( 11)

Atlantic
t

Excellent 14% ( 2 %) 86% (13%) 0% ( 0%)
Good 7% ( 41) 93% (57%) 0% ( 0%)
Fair 0% ( 0%) 100% :19%) 0% ( 0%) .,

Poor 09 ( 0%) 100% (, 2t) 0% ( 0%)
Very Poor, 0% ( 0 %) 0% ('' 0 %) 100% (<1%)

.
Meliterranean

EAcellent 14% ( 1%) 86% ( 7%) 0% ( 0%)
Good 26% ( 101) 71n ( 10 4% ( 2 %)

Fair 111% ( 2%) SP (19%) 10% (2%)
Poor 29% ( 2%1 2:..t ( 2%; 711 ( 5%)
Very Poor 0% ( 0%) 0% ( 04) 0% ( 0 %)

. Pacific

Excellent 22% ( 5 %) 78% (16%) 0% ( 0%)
Good 20% ( 10 %) 77% (40 %) 4% ( 2%)
Fair 0% ( 0%) 82% (16%) 18% (36%)
Poor 0% ( 0%) 67% ( 4%) 33% ( 2 %)

Vet, Poor 0% ( 0%) 30% ( 1%1 67% ( 2%)

Panama

Excellent 41% ( 14%) 59% g20%) 0% ( 0%)
Good 301 ( 161) 70% (38%) 0% ( 0%)
Fa:- 0% ( 0 %) 67% ( 8 %) 33% ( 4%)
Poor 0%t 0%) 0% ( 0%) 0% ( 0 %)

Very Poor 0% ( 01) 0% ( 0%) O ( 0%)
,

ZXHIBIT S-3 (cont:.
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GROUP
POSITIVE
INFLUENCE

PERCENT REPORTING

NEGATIVE
INFLUENCE

NO
EFFECT

Overall

Excellent 48% ( 8%)* 48% ( 8 %) 4% ( 1%)
Good. 25% (13%) 59% (31%) 16% ( 8%)
Fair 8% ( 2%) 46% (12 %) 46% (12%)
Poor 0% ( 0%) 30% ( 2%) 70% ( 4%)
Very Poor 0% ( 0%) 23% (<1%) 77% ( 1%)

NCO

Excellent 40% ( 6%) 57% ( 9%) 3% (<1%)
Good 22% (12%) 64% (34%) 14% ( 7%)
Fair 9% ( 2%) 49% (12%) 42% (11%)
Poor 0% ( 0%) 36% ( 2%) 64% ( 4%)
Very Poor 0% ( 0%) 13% (<1*) 87% ( 1%)

Officers

Excellent 67% (10%) 30% ( 5%) 3% (<1%)
Good 31% (15%) 44% (22%) 25% (12%)
Fair 4% ( 1%) 34% (10%) 63% (18 %)

Poor 0% ( 0%) 0% ( 0%) 100% ( 4%)
Very Poor 0% ( 0%) 0% ( 0%) 100% ( 2%)

*ambers in parentheses refer to percent of total.

EXHIBIT 5-4

INFLUENCE OF DoDDS SCHOOLS ON WILLINGNESS TO ACCEPT ADDITIONAL
OVERSEAS TOURS AS A FUNCTION OF RATING OF DoDDS SCHOOLS
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POSITIVE NO NEGATIVE
REGION INFLUENCE EFFECT INFLUENCE

Germany-North

Excellent 37% ( 5%) 62% ( 9$) 2% (<1%)
Good 22% (12%) 61% (33%) 17% ( 9%)
Fair 10% ( 2%) 40% (10%) 49% (12%)
Poor 0% ( 0%) 30% ( 2%) 70% ( 4%)
Very Poor 0% ( 0%) 50% (<1%) 50% (<1%)

Germany -South

Excellent 44% ( 5%) 52% ( 6 %) 4% (<1%)
Good 14% ( 6%) 67% (29%) 19% ( 8%)
Fair 6% ( 2%) 47% (18%) 47% (18%)
Poor 0% ( 0%) 44% ( 3%) 56$ ( 4%)
Very Poor 0% ( 0%) 0% ( 0%) 100% ( 2%)

Atlantic

Excellent 50% ( 8%) 38% ( 6%) 12% ( 2%)
Good 26% (16%) 65% (40 %) 10% ( 6%)*
Fair 0% ( 0%) 78% (14%) 22% ( 4%)
Poor 0% ( 0%) 100% ( 2%) 0% ( CA)
Very Poor 0% ( 0%) 0% ( 0%) 100% ( 2%)

Mediterranean

Excellent 55% ( 4%) 44% ( 3%) 0% ( 0%)
Good 34% (27%) 40% (24%) 16% (10%)
Fair 7% ( 2%) 54% (13%) 39% (10%)
Poor 0% ( 0%) 11% ( 1%) 89% ( 7%)
Very Poor 0% ( 0%) 0% ( 0%) 0% ( 0$)

Pacific

Excellent 65% (13%) 35% ( 7%) 0% ( 0%) --

Good 25% (13%) 59% (31%) 16% ( 8%)
Fair 6% ( 1%) 47% (10%) 47% (10%)
Poor 0% ( 0%) 13% (<1%) 87% ( 5%)
Very Poor 0% ( 0%) 25% ( 1%) 75% ( 2%)

Panama

Excellent 54% (20%) 32% (12%) 13% ( 5%)
Good 29% (15%) 65% (33%) 6% ( 3%)
Fair 14% ( 2%) 29% ( 3%) 57% ( 7%)
Poor 0% ( 0%) 0% ( 0%) 0% ( 0%)
Very Poor 0% ( 0%) 0% ( OS) 0% ( 0%)

EXHIBIT 5-4 (cont.)
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Although the same general pattern of responses holds
for each DoDDS region, there are variations. No
readily interpretable pattern of differences among
regions is apparent.

It can be concluded that the differences between
regions in parents` reports of DoDDS positively or
negatively affec4ing their decisions on re-enlistment
(see Exhibit 5-1) is mainly a function of differences
between parents' attitudes towards schools in the
regions and not differences in how career decisions are
associated with those attitudes.

The modal DoDDS parent is one who rates DoDDS schools
as good (42 percent) but reports no effect on enlist-
ment decisions. (Since categories in Exhibit 5-3 have
been combined, this fact is not directly evident from
the exhibit.)

These data suggest that in theory it would be possible to

improve re-enlistment rates by improving DoDDS schools. However,

it would seem that a relatively substantial amount of school

improvement might lead to only a minimal re-enlistment improve-

ment. If we were assume a population of DoDDS parents dis-

tributed in their ratings of schools approximately as they cur-

rently are, the same relationship between school and enlistment

decision, and further, arbitrarily assume that all parents

reporting positive effects of schools on re-enlistment will

re-enlist, all reporting negative influences will not re-enlist,

and that 50 percent of those reporting no effect will re-enlist,

then out of 10,000, re-enliztments will look like the figure on

the next page.
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Excellent Good Pair Poor Very Poo.
Rating (15 %) (53 %) (25%) (6%) (1%)

Number 1,500 5,300 2,500 600 100

Effects + 435 772 125 12 0
o 1,035 4,258 2,050 336 30
- 30 , 270 325 --252 70

ts

NmOber + 435 759 125 12 15
Re-Enlist o 518 2,094 1,025 168

0 V 0 0 0

Total re-enlistments out of 10,000 are 5,172.

Now suppose we improved DoDDS schools to such an extent and

with such consensus that 50 percent of the population in each

rating class moved into the next higher class. Out of 10,000 the

population distribution and re-enlistment would now look like

this:

Rating Excellent Good Pair Poor Very Poor

Number 4,150 3,900 1,550 350 50

Effects + 1,204 591 75 7 0
o 2,864 3,112 1,272 196 15
- 83 197 203 147 35

Number + 1,204 585 75 7 0

Re-Enlist o 1,432 1,540 635 98 8
0 0 0 0 0

Total re-enlistments out of 10,000 are 5,508 (increase of 6

percent).

This percent increase in re-enlistment rate, while based on

arbitrary assumptions, ::111 by no means negligible from the mili-

tary's point of view, at least in times when re-enlistment is a

high priority concern. It would be a matter of cost-benefit

analysis to indicate if improving DoDDS schools would he an

efficient way of affecting the re-enlistment rate. Then one
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would have to deal with the much more difficult problem of deter-

mining what sort of improvement would affect parents' attitudes

in such a uniformly positive way. Although the assumptions we

have made in doing this illustrative exercise undoubtedly

overestimate the relationship between re-enlistment and answers

to this question, even in cases where actual re-enlistment is not

directly affected by DODDS school quality, the substantial number

of personnel indicating that DoDDS quality has had some effect on

their decisions points to the importance this issue is likely to

have in the overall quality of military parents' lives and thus

on morale and readiness. These factors, no less than re-enlist-

ment, impact the military mission.

Examination of Exhibit 5-4 supports the following conclu-

sions:

Overall, many more DoDDS parents report that DoDDS
quality affects their willingness to accept additional
overseas assignments more than it affects re-enlist-
ment decisions. This could have been expected from the
fact that many more factors other than quality of
military life overseas affect the former decisions.

Nevertheless, since the majority of parents evaluating
DODDS schools as "good" (by far the most common rating)
also report "no effect" of schools on overseas tour
decisions, the majority of DoDDS parents (54 percent)
report "no effect."

While parents rating schools "poor" and "very poor"
report negative effects on decisions 70L percent and 77
percent of the time, respectively, the Comparable posi-
tive decisions by those rating schools "good" and
"excellent" occur only 25 percent and 48 percent of the
time. Thus we can conclude that satisfaction (even
extreme satisfaction) with DoDDS schools is less
likely than dissatisfaction to be a factor in military
parents' life decisions.
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Parents rating schools as "fair," which is, in theory,
the neutral point, are almost six times more likely to
report negative than positive impact on cverseas tour
decisions. They thus let asp if they are dissatisfied.
It is these parents, rather than the small number
rating schools "poor and "very poor", who cause the
number of negative impacts reported to outweigh the
positive. One can interpret this finding simply by
saying that DoDDS parents desire an education for their
children which is better than some minimal "fair"
level* and that they attach so much importance to this
that they are willing to let this factor influence
other important life decisions. Again; this finding
points indirectly to the importance of DoDDS in
determining military parents' perceived quality of life
overseas.

Although, with few exceptions, officers and .NCOs were
not found to differ substantially in their attitudes
toward DoDDS schools (see previous chapter), they do
differ considerably in how much they report their
assessment of DoDDS schools' influences their willing-
ness to accept overseas assignments. This applies to
both positive and negative effects. Officers rating
DoDDS schools "good" or "excellent" are more likely to
report positive impact on overseas decisions than NCOs.
However, the officers rating schools "fair," "poor," or
"very poor" are considerably more likely to report
negative influences than are comparable enlisted per-
sonnel Indeed, even one-fourth of the officers rating
schools "good" report negative impact on willingness to
accept overseas assignments. These results are consis-
tent with the idea that officers, being more educated
as a group than enlisted personnel, place more value on
education for their children. Thus, although DoDDS
quality is clearly important to all DoDDS parents, it
might be concluded that changes in perceived quality of
DoDDS would have its major effects on decisions and
morale of officers, in spite of their smaller numbers
in the Armed Forces.

No clear or interpretable patterns of differences in
contingencies between DoDDS parents in different
regions emerge. Thus the differences in reported
proportions of positive, negative, and neutral effects

*Nbte also that some parents do not even consider "good" schools
good enough.
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among regions appear mainly to be attributable to dif-
ferences in perceived quality of schools, rather than
to differences in the way school quality affects
parents life and career decisions.

Cross-tabulations of parents' perceived influence of DoDDS

quality on re-enlistment and overseas tour decisions and their

perceptions of the main problems of local DoDDS schools produced

no clew patterns beyond those discussed previously.

Data obtained from the parents survey on the relationship

of DoDDS quality and the military mission can be supplemented by

base commanders' responses to an interview question directly per-

tinent to this issue. When asked: "How do DoD dependents

schools at this installation impact on your mission?" 31 of the

33 commanders who responded cited the presence of a positive

impact. Two related types of explanations were given by nearly

all the commanders. First, the presence of appropriate schools

and/or high quality schools enabled longer accompanied tours,

thus allowing installations to retain competent and experienced

personnel longer. Although officers were more likely to be

influenced by school quality in their career decisions than NC0s,

all commanders who specified at all referred to enlisted person-

nel and not officers. Second, commanders indicated that having

dependents with them or being assured that their children were

receiving a good education had a joint beneficial effect on

installation quality of life and military morale. These factors

have a strong positive impact on personnel's ability to best meet

their mission. To quote one commander: "Eighty-five percent of
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personnel are in the field in combat ready status; it's important

that schools be excellent to relieve troops of any anxiety while

in the field."

THE EFFECTS OF MILITARY CHANGES ON DoDDS OPERATIONS

In many ways DoDDS can be viewed as simply an educational

system, sharing many of the same characteristics, issues, and

impending changes as other school systems. Trends in American

education and issues pertinent to the educational process extemt

in stateside schools are thus mirrored in DoDDS schools. How-

ever, DoDDS is also a component of the military services and as

such is subject to the same factors and events that influence

other military elements. Changes in U.S. military commitments,

in force composition, in defense technology, and in military

policy and doctrine which shape the operation of military units

and other operational elements likewise have an effect on DoDDS.

Thus, a complete consideration of future factors influencing

DoDDS must take intc account trends within the military as well

as those in American education.

The military services act to support U.S. foreign policy and

hence will be subject to as many changes as there are foreign

policy shifts. As U.S. interests and treaty obligations change

in various areas of the world, a concomitant change occurs in

military requirements in that area. This change in turn deter-

mines that area's requirements for dependents education. Given

the necebzary fluidity ofdforeign policy and the unpredictabi-

lity of world events, it is difficult if not impossible to make

.... .
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long-range detailed projections of DoDDS requirements without

incurring a relatively broad margin of error. In planning for

future developments DoDDS is, and will continue to be, faced with

evaluating the relative trade-offs of v:ring in the direction of

overestimating requirements (with consequent over-building of

facilities) or in the direction of underestimating them (with

consequent overcrowding of facilities and scarcity of supplies).

Presently there is a trend towards a greater concentration

of U.S. forces in overseas locations. In 1982 alone, troop

strengths increased in Europe by 5 percent, in Latin America by 1

percent, and in the Pacific area by 8 percent. Increases were

also seen in various Mideastern countries. This trend will con-

tinue over the next year and possibly beyond, producing an

increased need for dependents schools overseas.

In addition to these changes there will oe a reallocation of

personnel within countries that will likewise impact upon DoDDS.

Under the concept of "fcrward stationing,. a greater percentage

of American troops in Europe will be placed nearer to the border

separating NATO from Eastern block forces, producing a need for

more school facilities in these areas. The timely development of

such facilities will be hampered by the fact that tivi land for

such facilities is not presently available.

The effects of force repositioning will be felt most

strongly by DoDDS in the area of new schools constriction and

facilities renovation, due to the five-year lag in planning and

budgeting for such work and in its execution. The military
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services presently use five-year projections of installation

personnel strength to guide the development of military housing

and other associated facilities. Yet, faced with the fact that

the dependents schools are typically operating at only 70 percent

of capacity. DoDDS usually does not use these long-range projec-

tions which are considered "soft." The projected enrollment

figures typically used to guide the construction of DoDDS faci-

lities thus do not always conform to those at the installation.

Unless some method can be achieved of providing new facilities in

a shorter time (e.g., through the use of modular, pre-fabricated

units), new and expanded military installations overseas will

face overcrowded or substandard dependent school facilities in

the future. Alternatively, DoDDS could choose to plan building

programs on the basis of projected troop increases with the

understanding that some plans and facilities will go unused due

to subsequent changes in force development plans.

Lacking the capability to be more reactive and lacking the

surplus resources to permit building for all possible contin-

gencies, DoDDS could best cope with fluctuating troop strengths

and dispersions by developing a standard decision algorithm for

deriving the maximum benefit from available resources. Derived

through the direct application of decision-analytic techniques,

such a decision support system would permit both an analysis of

the trade-offs implied in each installation's strength projec-

tions and a comparison across installation requirements that

would permit their prioritization. In its simplest form this

5-18
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system could integrate the size of the projected increase at an

installation (expressed in terms of number of students beyond

current capacity), the estimated five-year cost of adjusting

capacity to meet the increase. and the probability (subjectively

determined) of the projection's being correct. Sy balancing the

size of each installation's projected increase with the potential

costs attendant to a subsequent change in projections, this

system could guide the optimum allocation of DoDDS resources to

projected requirements.

The requirements for dependents schools will be influenced

by factors other than changes in the absolute number of personnel

in overseas locations. The next decade will witness a signifi-

cant increase in the technological sophistication of military

systems. The deployment of these systems to overseas positions

will bring about an associated shift iu the personnel composition

of military units. These systems will require a 9:zater level of

senior skilled technicians to operate and maintain them. Since

such individuals are more likely to have children of school age,

there will be an increased need for dependents education, inde-

pendent of any increases in the absolute number of military

personnel overseas.

In sum, changing U.S. military commitments and the applica-

tion of technological and doctrinal innovations will tend to

produce an increased need for dependents education over the next

few years. In addition to this, military policy changes will

also have an impact on DoDDS. As discussed in Chapter 1, likely

I
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changes in military manpower will alter the size and nature of

the DoDDS student body and this will have wide-ranging implica-

tions for the educational needs of DoDDS students. Other policy

initiatives will also have an effect on DoDDS operations. For

example, the Army is presently moving towards a unit rotation

system whereby company-size (and later, battalion-size) units

will deploy en masse with dependents to an overseas /ocation,

replacing one which will return to its home base in CONUS. The

first such Army unit deployment occurred in Garlstedt, West Ger-

many, this past summer. The fact that thz local DoDDS r.:71tools

were not aware of this, and therefore not prepared for the sudden

influx of approximately 40 students, indicates that greater

coordination is necessary among the services which promulgate

such policy changes, ODS, and the local schools which will be

influenced by such changes. Such coordination will be critical

tc DoDDS' ability to adapt to future military -llicy changes.



CHAPTER 6

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESSES IN DoDDS

As emphasized in the discussions in the prior chapters,

DoDDS operations are subject to many external and internal

factors. While this is true of all school systems, it is

especially the case with DoDDs since it is contained within the

military environment. Thus the highly dynamic, diplomatic,

social, economic, and political forces which bear on the military

are overlaid upon the equally complex and often unpredictable

factors which influence American education in shaping the con-

ditions under which DoDDS must operate. In the midst of all

those factors are numerous "wild cards"--events or conditions

which are difficult to predict in themselves but which can have a

dramatic and rapid effect upon DoDDs. Most of these arise from

numerous iefenze and foreign policy options which may be exer-

cised with attendant impact on DoDDS. For example, a return to

conscription would have a quick and powerful effect on DoDDS

requirements.

There can be no final and absolute projection of future

factors which can be used to guide DoDDS planning over the next

decade, since any projection would require repeated modification

in light of changing conditions and events. The purposei of this

chapter is to define a strategic planning process whereby chang-

ing internal and environmental conditions can be monitored and

incorporated into DoDDS planning. Such a process could provide a

continuing benefit to the dependents school system by support- g
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the system continuing proactive adaptation to future changes and

trends which may occur.

As graphically depicted in Exhibit 6-1, a strategic plannng

process cannot exist in isolation but rather requires an existing

structure of information collection, tabulation, and analysis.

The most immediate requirement for a strategic pl:,:ining process

is analysis of existing trends pertaining to DoDDS. The results

of these analyses provide the knowledge base upon which informed

decisions can be made on what management steps need to be taken

to address emerging problems and issues within DoDDS. These

analyses in some cases may represent a compilation of information

from other agencies (e.g., anticipated relevant policy changes by

the services), while in others they will entail statistical

analysis of data (e.g., student characteristics, test scores)

pertaining to trends within DoDDS. In the latter case they will

reauire a readily accessible data base or integrated series of

data bases. As indicated in Exhibit 6-1, these data bases would

constitute a management information system and hen:* could

support a variety of reporting and management decision-making

activities. However, the development of a management information

system depends upon standard management reporting procedures,

especially in the logistics area, where the information comes

from the different services in various forms and differing

formats.

The strategic planning itself could be embodied in an annual

planning workshop in which appropriate ODS and regional staff
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personnel could review and integrate analytic results or trends

impacting on DoDDS, identify the operational implications of

these trends, and develop a plan of action to address these

operational implications over the next year. Plans would also be

developed for subsequent analytic activities to support the

following year's workshop.

The focus of the strategic planning workshops should be as

broad as possible to maximize the probability of observing all

important trends. At a minimum the major areas of interest might

include changes in

Student Needs and Achievement

DoDDs Personnel

Logistical Support

Expenditures

Military Policies Affecting DoDDS

Parent Attitudes

Advances in Educational Technology

Other Areas of Management Concern

A periodic review of these areas will ensure that management

attention is directed not only to existing problems but also to

those which are developing.

The information and data collected in the present study

represent the most extensive and comprehenaive data base thas far

developed on DoDDS operations. While this data base is current

and available, it can provide an excellent basis by which to

initiate this strategic planning process. We recommend that this



process commence in the next few months by applying the data and

findings of this study to identifying the long-range issues and

emerging problems within DoDDS.
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